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VISION
To serve our beneﬁciaries
excellently & to the expecta ons.

GOAL
To become a high tech and paperless
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MISSION
Empowering learners for learning beyond a
rou ne curriculum & ins ll in students selfconﬁdence, holis c development & values of
hard work to become global leaders with the
commitment to make the school paperless by
2025.
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SCHOOL ANTHEM

Refrain –
Like a fortress our school proudly stands
All the ills, all the chills, She withstands
She is a teacher, protector and guide
We will work, we will strive by her side
Like a fortress our school proudly stands
Stanza –
We have chosen our life’s golden aim
To enable our voyage on earth
Seeking ever the wisdom of the Doon
We are warriors of truth and mirth
We are set to redeem our pledge
Every morning and night each day
So this anthem we have lovingly built
We will sing, we will sing
All the way, All the way, All the way, All the way
Like a fortress our school proudly stands
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With Best Wishes
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MESSAGE

I am happy to learn Doon Public School, Hathras is bringing out their school magazine shortly. I
am conﬁdent that the school magazine will reﬂect all the latent talents of the students, their
achievements and their contribution to the society. The school has made signiﬁcant growth in the
recent years attuning itself to the emerging challenges of the 21st century.
I congratulate the team of teachers under the able leadership of the School Principal and a
committed management.
Wishing the school all success.

G.Balasubramanian
Former Director (ACADEMICS)
CBSE, DELHI
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MESSAGE

I am glad to note that your school under your leadership is bringing out the School Annual
Magazine for the session 2018-19. Bringing out a magazine at the end of the academic year by the
school is a great task for the beneﬁt ofthe students, teachers and parents. I believe that the creative
activities being undertaken under your dynamic leadership shall motivate and inspire the staff and
students apart from parents and other stakeholders. The school magazine shall provide an
opportunity for the students and teachers to expose their literary taste and creative writing for the
knowledge of others.
I am sure under your committed and sincere leadership the school shall explore the required
knowledge and wisdom for the beneﬁt of the students. The motto of your school as mentioned
"SERVICE TO NATION" is the need of the hour and the students should be taught patriotism
right from the Primary stage besides shouldering the responsibility of the Nation at the time of
need. I am hopeful that the children will be exposed to various real life situations and provide
courage and conﬁdence to solve the petty problems which are full in life.
I appreciate the laurels brought by your school in the ﬁeld of Academics, extracurricular and cocurricular activities.
I am sure that the students and teachers of your school shall contribute qualitative and informative
writings to inspire others under your guidance in the Magazine.
I take this opportunity to wish you, your teachers and all the students of your school every success
in this endeavour.
With best wishes!
Shri MVV Prasada Rao
Director
COE CBSE Kakinada
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MESSAGE

Doon Public School Children who are studying at School today will be adults ready for further
education & to face the world in the years from 2020 to 2030 and beyond. This is a very different
world from the one experienced by their grandparents,parents and teachers. Their future is being
shaped by two major forces: the 4th Industrial Age driven by Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Machine
Learning and allied technologies like the Internet of Things, Blockchain, 3D Printing, AR and
VR, and the 4th education revolution which is disrupting the traditional education model,
propelled by the same technologies.
This leads to two very important questions. The ﬁrst is what should a child learn in School to
prepare for an Age of intelligent assistants that can fetch any information and do low level
cognitive tasks, and the consequential question as to how do we teach what should be taught.
It is often said that change is the only thing that remains constant. But what we are experiencing is
the rapid rate of the change itself. And it’s wider impact, across almost all ﬁelds of human
endeavour.
Trying to accurately predict the future is futile. Perhaps becoming intelligent enough to build a
perfect future is too. We must develop foresight and ready ourselves by being a pro-active self
directed lifelong learner and defensively by building skills of critical thinking and discernment to
prevent us from being swayed by misinformation.
This is the true objective of a good School education: to prepare children to prosper, ﬂourish and
thrive in an unknown and rapidly changing future.
I am extremely delighted to inform all the parents that their children are in a hand of highly
qualiﬁed and efﬁcient Principal who can guide appropriately the 21st Century learners.
With my best wishes to him and his entire team.
Prof MM Pant
Former Pro Vice - Chancellor,
IGNOU & Brand Ambassador, CED Foundation
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MESSAGE

Doon Public School aspires all students to succeed in their world. It offers a wide variety of
challenging, enjoyable and successful curricular opportunities, athletic programmes, performing
arts and musical programmes with various clubs and activities.
It is our belief that the school should be the experience of a life time. Our school experience sets
the stage for success later in life and provides a lifetime of positive memories for our students.
Our School’s philosophy is that every seed has the potential to ﬂower and turn into a fruitful tree
having the aspiration to go beyond the stars. In the same way when students have a strong
foundation, their lives will deﬁnitely blossom and fortune will smile of them. We ardently believe
that Doonites create history because their language is the sun, the moon, ﬂowers, freedom and
books.
The school has also kept up with its social commitment and humanitarian duty. We have also
appointed a number of new faculty members who possess expertise in different areas. Students
involved in various co-curricular, extra-curricular activities, publication task and community
service training have donned the mantle successfully and displayed a great sense of duty with
dedication. This has helped the school carry out many important tasks with ease. We are glad to
mention that this school is carrying out its vision and we are sure that this institution will pave the
path for others in the ﬁeld of Academic leadership in the country.
We whole heartedly thank for all the members of Doon family who work tirelessly to strengthen
the roots of the Institution. We feel fortunate to have supportive & dedicated teachers and cooperative parents whose strong bonding has been instrumental in taking the institution to great
heights.
May we continue to give our students strong roots like the Banyan Tree and stronger wings to
conquer the world!!
N.V. Sarat Chandran
Manager
Doon Public School
A Unit of Doon Public School Group Delhi
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From Desk Of The
PRINCIPAL

Today, the role of a school is not only to pursue academic excellence but also to motivate and
empower its students to be lifelong learners, critical thinkers, and productive members of an everchanging global society.
At Doon we provide an atmosphere to our students for multifaceted development, where children
are encouraged to channelize their potential in the pursuit of excellence. This can only be possible
in a holistic, student-centric environment. The talents, skills, and abilities of each student need to
be identiﬁed, nurtured, and encouraged so that he / she is able to reach greater heights. Students
need to be provided with a platform to think, express, and exhibit their skills. It is necessary to
empower them to negotiate several issues that confront them, with the teacher being a facilitator.
The school is striving hard to make the best possible efforts to inculcate strong values combining
with academics and extra-curricular activities in the children. Converting every individual into a
self-reliant and independent citizen, the school provides an amalgam of scholastic and coscholastic activities.
Our approaches to learning is child centric encouraging Activity based learning and inculcating a
scientiﬁc temper and a spirit of free enquiry. In our curriculum the student is the primary focus and
each child is involved in the learning process. We are constantly improving our teaching
methodology so that it turns learning into combination of classroom study, research and scientiﬁc
discovery.
While academic excellence is our major thrust, the school is also devoted to prepare the students
for life, groom them to face the challenges of tomorrow, and encourage them to be socially
relevant. We constantly endeavour to always live up to this ideology and inculcate this into
everything we do, with the aim that we will be able to ensure that the children grow to their full
potential, while constantly being groomed to pass out as men and women competent to bear
responsibility in all walks of life.
The parents are the most strengthening power in moulding the future of children.
I am conﬁdent enough that the Doonites will make themselves stronger day by day, adding a new
leaf to the grandeur of the school.

Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak
Principal
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Message of the
VICE PRINCIPAL

It gives me immense joy to learn that Doon Public School has its deep root in the ﬁeld of education
in the city of Hathras. I feel proud and privileged to be the part of this Magniﬁcent Institution. At
this juncture, I gratefully acknowledge the yeomen service rendered by the Visionary
Predecessors, dedicated teachers and ever supporting parents who have worked selﬂessly and
tirelessly to bring glory to God and honor to our School. May God bless them with manifold
blessings.
I am pleased to acknowledge that Doon Public School lays its stress not just on academic
excellence but on “character formation with academic excellence”. It motivates students to
“always aim high” and cultivate core values as a ﬁrst place for the Divine, integrity of character
and maturity in behavior, pursuit of excellence and creative genius, respect of the human person
with an emphasis for elders and teachers, loyalty to the nation and a balanced understanding of the
prevailing global situation.
I wish and pray that the students of Doon Public School may imbibe with the qualities of human
values and become socially conscious, intellectually competent, culturally relevant, morally
upright, religiously vibrant and emotionally balanced. Dear parents/guardians with your support
together we can achieve the dream that you have for your wards. I can foresee that every child who
has entered the Temple of Doon Public School will certainly reach the heights of glory.
Best wishes for an enriching and fruitful academic year!

Mr. Sanjay Sharma
Vice Principal
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Mr. Lalit Vikram

Ms. Neetu Sharma

Dr. Kavita Biswas

Mr. Shubham Garg

Ms. Garima Rathi

Ms. Neelam Rawat

EDITORIAL BOARD
It is a matter of great pleasure for all of us to bring forth the virgin edition of our school annual magazine
‘Reﬂections’ which is very special to us.. Our prime aim behind working our extremely hard for
REFLECTIONS is to present all the speciﬁc events of the precious year in a collective form so that in a single
glance the readers may know how memorable the year was.
Reﬂections is the reﬂection of the 3 glorious years of excellence in every ﬁeld. It is vivid kaleidoscope of the
illustrious journey of Doonites in all its vibrant grandeur. We feel, wherever it reaches, Reﬂections will leave
the fragrance of Doonites on the minds of the readers and will bring a radiant smile on their faces.
The school is an incarnation of self-respect, love, affection, sensibility; responsibility and compassion which
puts the students into a “State of ﬂow” and makes them genuinely wan to learn. We recognize, appreciate,
applaud and foster the ﬁne blend of sensibilities in a child changing a negative outlook from drab and
demoralized to bright and expectant. This school attains its eminence in the ﬁrst place through the achievement
of children. The magazine also espouses the School spirit which is built up within the school through the
collective actions, thoughts and aspirations. All these, I believe would spur higher growth and enterprise in
children.
It gives us immense pleasure to ensure that this magazine has successfully accomplished its objective. The
reﬂection of the students’ creativity and achievements is the epitome of the magazine. Students have put forth
their ideas and thoughts that are too deep to be expressed and too strong to be suppressed.
I take the opportunity to thank all the contributors as their contribution is the reason that makes this magazine
endearing with our readers.
Editorial Team
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The Intellectual Powers of

Doon
www.doonpublicschoolhathras.in
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SCHOOL

RAJ KAUDINYA
Head Boy

MADHAV SINGH
Jr. Head Boy

SPARSH SHARMA
Cultural Secretary

TUSHAR RAWAT
Sports Secretary

SWETANK SHARMA
Sr. Discipline Secretary

SHREYANSHI SINGH
Sr. Discipline Secretary

MOHIT SHARMA
Captain Raman House

ANSHIKA SHARMA
Vice Captain Raman House

JATIN SHARMA
Captain Milkha House

Aakash Singh
Vice Captain Milkha House
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CABINET

2018-19

SHALYA SHARMA
Head Girl

SAMIKSHA DUBEY
Jr. Head Girl

HIMANSHU DUBEY
Jr. Discipline Secretary

TANVI SINGH
Jr. Discipline Secretary

Garv Varshney
Captain Tagore House

GAURI SINGH
Vice Captain Tagore

NISHTHA AGRAWAL
Captain Gandhi House

LUCKY VARSHNEY
Vice Captain Gandhi House

Doon Public School, Hathras
Affiliated to CBSE
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Houses & Clubs to groom the leadership skills

Environment Club

Health & Wellness Club

The Environment club in Doon community is a voluntary group
comprising of students and teachers which promotes participation
of students in learning about and working towards the conservation
and sustainability of their environment.

Health & Wellness Club in school can favorably influence the
habits', attitude and knowledge relating to an individual and
community. This club can modify our behavior towards the
attainment of optimum health.

The mission to have Literary Club in Doon is to enhance the
students’ linguistic and writing skills to revise and restore the art of
reading with passion and to give wings to their imagination.

Literary Club

The Art Club allows all of our students to be more creative. This
club allows students who express themselves creatively. Our club
allows students of all the ages to work together and grow as artists.

Art Club

Gandhi

House

Milkha

House

Green is the color of balance,
harmony and growth

Red is the color of energy,
passion and action

“Where there is love there is life.” - Mahatma Gandhi

Growing up, I always dreamt of winning a major championship - Milkha Singh

Raman

House

Tagore

House

Yellow is the color of the
mind and the intellect

Blue is the color of
trust and responsibility

Success can come to you by courageous devotion to the
task lying in front of you - CV Raman

Depth of the friendship does not depend on
length of acquaintance - Rabindranath Tagore
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MRS. PRIYANKA SHARMA
M/o Kavyansh Sharma, III B
Doon public school hathras district ka sabse best school hai yaha ka Management
bahut hi acha hai principal sir ka apne staff or bachcho ke sath me bahut achcha
behavior karte ha i, sabhi teachers bhi parant ki kaﬁ I help karte hai .... Thanks.

MRS. REENA SIKARWAR
M/o Aarav Sikarwar, X
We are very happy with everything that the school provides for our son. He has
grown in ability. We are really impressed with the fantastic atmosphere of the
school. We really like the way in which the teachers teach our child. It is really
very remarkable. Doon is a fantastic school and it is the best school for our child.

MRS. NEHA VERMA
M/o Saanvi Verma, II B
DOON is fantastic school for my child "All helpful teachers and staff are
brilliant. My daughter has progressed and seems to be doing extremely well.
"She is well looked after in school and learn a lot of things progressing everyday.
" I am very happy for my child. My daughter loves school, enjoys everyday.
"Thank you for helping my daughter to improve her learning and her
conﬁdence."!

MRS. RUBY JAIN
M/o Ansh Jain, III C
1. Doon Public School is very nice..
2. It has many facilities and activities...
3. The building of Doon Public school is also very big...
4. Swimming pool and canteen is also there...

MR. ABHINAY AGNIHOTRI
F/o Nihar Agnihotri, VIII A
School is very good in academics.
School takes all the responsibility to groom the future of child.
Teachers support all the students in every task.
School gives many facilities to the students for their holistic development.
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MRS. BARKHA GUPTA
M/o Akshat Goyal, III C
School is providing quality education and shown excellent growth in terms of
Academic and extra curriculum.Gives space to new ideas and identify the
strength of kids to groom accordingly.

MRS. HIMANSHI CHAUDHARY
M/o Anirudh Pratap Singh, Prep A
I can’t say enough nice things about Doon Public School. All the staff have
worked hard to understand my son and help him develop as an individual, both
personally and academically!!!!!!
I continue to be impressed with the system, procedure and people at Doon and
could not ask for a better school for my son. Thank you so much to Doon Public
School for doing this great job in our child development!!!!!!

MR. DINESH ARORA
F/o Vansh Arora, III B
'Doon' - my favourite education temple. I salute you. I m living my childhood life
in form of my son its a wonderful and meaningful memorable time.

MR. VARUN MAHESHWARI
F/o Lavanya Maheshwari – II A
Doon Public School, Hathras though an upcoming school, has already made its
mark, for providing quality education and personality development. The teachers
– students’ interaction is highly impressive. Doon Public School provide the best
environment for communicating effectively in English. The teachers mostly
focused on the one -to one complete development of our children. We really
appreciate them for their appreciable services. Wishes for the upcoming
academic years.

MRS. SHILPI GUPTA
M/o Ridhan Gupta- II A
We are glad our kid is in DOON public school, he is growing and enhancing his
hidden skills with DOON, with so much activities other than studies makes him
fall in love with school.
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Intra class Colouring Competition (Pre- Nursery)
‘Art is contagious pass it on'
There is no denying the link between colors and our
emotions, and we even have an abundance of idioms to
show what way each color can affect your mood.
Color is a factor that inﬂuences us consciously and
unconsciously. To spread the brightness of colour, An Intra
class colouring competition was conducted for pre nursery
students on 21st April '18. The children got worksheets in
which they displayed their colouring skills. It offered a
wonderful platform to them to showcase their talent in
colouring. Each and every child participated passionately in
the competition. Overall it was the enjoyable day for them.
Results are as follows:-

Serial Name of the student Position
No.
Maahi Goyal
1.
I
2.

Nandini Devansh

II

3.

Lavya Goswami

III

Intra class Clay Modelling Competition
(Nursery)

“Sculpture is the art of intelligence”.
The motive of this competition was to stimulate the
imagination of the children & enable them to give it
a better shape. This enhanced their eye-hand
Coordination, colouring recognition, ﬁne motor
skills & problem solving skills. This competition was
the perfect platform for the creative minds of the
children to meet their colourful desires and fantasy
needs.

Clay is versatile & fun for kids to play with & has
many beneﬁts, allowing them to be creative, ... In
some areas, clay can be sourced from the natural
environment. As children explore and play with kids
modeling clay, they discover how to make basic
forms. Young Minds can think new and big, keeping
in mind an Intra class Clay Modelling Competition
was held on 21st April'18 for nursery students. They
made beautiful Caterpillars with their tiny ﬁngers.

Results are as follows:Serial Name of the student Position
No.
Kysati
1.
I
2.

Alinaa

II

3.

Aarav

III
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Intra class Tearing & pasting
Competition (Prep)
Creativity now is as important in education as literacy.'
box. Keeping the said notion in mind, we had
organized an Intra class Tearing and Pasting
Competition for the students of class Prep on 21st
April'18. The children were cheerful and enthusiastic
about the activity. With tiny hands in action, the kids
skillfully tore the coloured papers and pasted them
on the given picture. The pride and glory in the eyes
of the participants was certainly a sight to witness.
The result was announced on the basis of the most
presentable entries, they are as follows:

Little kids are masters of the moment -- they love the
way it feels when they smear paint on paper, ... Most
important perhaps, when kids feel good while they
are creating, Art helps boost self-conﬁdence. ...
They feel free to invent new ways of thinking, which
extends well beyond the craft room. Art and Craft
allows children to express themselves and reduces
stress and anxiety; Art and Craft provides children a
creative outlet, improves the academic performance
of the children, promotes intellectual development
and above all enables children to think out of the

Position

Class: Prep
(Tulip)

Class: Prep
(Lily)

Class: Prep
(Sunﬂower)

I

Parineeti

Vaishnavi

Mishty Yadav

II

Alina Usmani

Lokendra

TanishqI

II

Om Garg

Ojasva

Akshat

Experiment Day
“exploring colour theory with ice cubes”
There is more to colour theory than simply observing
colours. You can observe colours in nature with a
colour scavenger, hunt, then challenge preschoolers
to make their own colours in this colour mixing ice
challenge. Preschoolers will learn all about colour
theory and basic colour Science while trying this
activity.

And so did our Doon with little Doonites in this
hot April where they (students of class Pre
nursery to class 2nd) enjoyed experiments of
Colour Mixing with ice cubes, different
coloured water, water absorbing and rainbow
making. They found it interesting and magic.
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Special Assembly by Teachers
“Our task, regarding creativity, is to help
children climb their own mountains, as high as possible.

No one can do more.”
by the Dynamic Teachers of the school.

“If you believe, everything you dream, will come
true, will come true”. Doon family commenced its
new session 2018-19 on 5th April 2018, with the
very ﬁrst assembly and a beautiful song, organized

Doon wishes all the children to ﬂourish in academics
and co curricular activities in the new session
2018-19.

The Power of Motivation
“Help others achieve their dreams and you will achieve yours”
Teachers have a lot to do with their students'
motivational level. A student may arrive in class with
a certain degree of motivation. But the teacher's
behavior and teaching style, the structure of the
course, the nature of the assignments and informal
interactions with students all have a large effect on
student motivation. We may have heard the
utterance, "my students are so unmotivated!" and
the good news is that there's a lot that we can do to
change that.

Motivational videos help to motivate others. It
imbibes positivity within you. When you watch
someone else is turning doom into success, you are
inspired to do the same; that is you actually regain
the energy to make yourself move into action.
Doonites were shown the Motivational Videos on
9th April 2018, showing the importance to enjoy
the path that they pursue in achieving their goals.
Another short ﬁlm was shown to emphasize on
'Helpfulness'.
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Baisakhi Celebration
“Share our similarities, celebrate our differences”.
also celebrating the spring harvest. Baisakhi was also
the day when colonial British empire ofﬁcials
committed the Jallianwala Bagh massacre on a
gathering, an event inﬂuential to the Indian
movement against colonial rule.

Baisakhi (also Vaisakhi, Vaishakhi) Festival is mainly
celebrated in North India as the “Punjabi New Year”.
The day of Baisakhi is considered one of the most
important days among the Punjabi community. The
Sikh people start the celebration by visiting the
Gurdwara. It is also celebrated by other people.

It is celebrated on the ﬁrst day of Vaisakh, which
generally falls on the 13th or 14th April every year.
We celebrated it by performing energetic Bhangra
and Gidda dance by our enthusiastic Doonites.
The celebration reminds us to eliminate the
differences of high and low and establish that all
human beings are equal.

Baisakhi is a spring harvest festival for Sikhs and
Hindus. It was celebrated in our school on April 13th.
It marks the Sikh new year and commemorates the
formation of Khalsa panth of warriors under Guru
Gobind Singh in 1699. Vaisakhi is also an ancient
festival of Hindus, marking the Solar New Year and

Educational Excursion

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world”.
skills in numeracy and literacy, but also to produce
civilized young men and women who would
appreciate the arts and culture. More-advantagous
families may take their children to these cultural
institutions outside of school hours, but lessadvantagous students are less likely to have these
experiences if schools do not provide them. With
ﬁeld trips, public schools viewed themselves as the
great equalizer in terms of access to our cultural
heritage.

Learning should be a joy and full of excitement. It is
life's greatest adventure; it is an illustrated excursion
into the minds of the noble and the learned.Nature
is, in fact, a suggester of uneasiness, a promoter of
pilgrimages and of excursions of the fancy which
never come to any satisfactory haven.
The school ﬁeld trip has a long history in public
education. For decades, students have piled into
yellow buses to visit a variety of cultural institutions,
including art, natural history, and science museums,
as well as theaters, zoos, and historical sites. Schools
gladly endured the expense and disruption of
providing ﬁeld trips because they saw these
experiences as central to their educational mission:
schools exist not only to provide economically useful

Doon students visited an agricultural ﬁeld on 20th
April 2018 and observed tools used in farming,
discussed methods of improving farming practices
which encourage sustainable development.
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Celebration of World Health Day
“It is health that is real wealth
and not pieces of gold and silver”.
World Health Day. The World Health Day is a global
health awareness day celebrated every year on 7 April,
under the sponsorship of the World Health
Organization (WHO), as well as other related
organizations.World Health Day seeks to draw attention
to a major global health concern each year. The day
attempts to increase awareness about the major health
concern and the repercussions of this concern while
providing countries and organizations with materials and
ideas as how to best handle these global health concerns.
Special Assembly on “World Health Day” was held on 9th
April 2018 at Doon Public School. An eye opening skit
was exhibited by the students which underlined the
importance of green food and neglect of junk food to
achieve good health. Another dance drama performance
was given by little children which directed us how we can
make our unhappy dirty Earth a better place by
collaborative programmes like “Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan”.
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Inauguration of Intramural Competition
“It's hard to beat a person who never gives up”.
Here at DOON, intramural sports are open to all
students, faculty, and staff. The way it works is for
people, a group of friends, student organizations, a
faculty/staff department, to come together and
form teams that will play each other in a variety of
organized sports or activities.

Intramural Sports are organized in a way for people
of the same community to be involved in athletic
competition with and against each other, and is
separate from the intercollegiate athletic teams that
exist at DOON. Developing an after-school
intramural program for students is a great way to
provide resources and exposure to new sports and
games. It also creates a sense of belonging to the
school environment, and connection with teachers
and peers outside the classroom. Intramurals may
include competitions in various sports, clubs, selfdirected activities, open gym, dance lessons, special
events, ﬁeld trips, instructional and practice
opportunities.

The ‘Khelo India Programme’ by the Government of
India has been introduced to revive the sports
culture in India at the grass root level by building a
strong frame work for all sports played in our country
and establish INDIA as a great Sporty Nation.

Celebration of Labor Day
“Labours are indeed our Nation's builders”.
various socialist and labour movement
celebrations conducted on 1 May.

Labor Day is an annual public holiday that celebrates
the eight-hour working day, a victory for workers in
the mid-late 19th century. The argument for the
eight-hour day was based on the need for each
person to have eight hours labour, eight hours
recreation and eight hours rest.

In the early 19th century, most labourers worked 10or 12-hour days for six days each week. The 1850s
brought a strong push for better conditions. A
signiﬁcant part of the push began in 1855 in Sydney.
On 21 April 1856, in Melbourne, the stonemasons
workers staged a well-organised protest. They
downed tools and walked to Parliament House with
other members of the building trade. Their ﬁght was

Worker's Day celebrates the role played by
Trade Unions, the Communist Party and other
labour movements in the struggle against
Apartheid. May Day, as we know it refers to
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occasion of Labor Day (A.K.A. International
Workers' Day and May Day) which is celebrated on
May 1.

for an eight-hour day, effectively a 48-hour week to
replace the 60-hour week. The government agreed
to an eight-hour day for workers employed on
public works, with no loss of pay.

Special dance performances were performed by the
Doonites to give the message of 'Dignity of Labour'

To pay tribute and respect to workers, Doon Public
School conducted a special assembly on the

ANOTHER FEATHER
IN HER CAP
NEHA AGRAWAL,
student of IX A
won the Gold medal
in International Karate
Championship.
We Doonites are
proud of her.
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Blue Day Celebration !!!
“Whenever I feel Blue I start breathing again”.
The little ones of Nursery celebrating their Blue
colour day…

Blue is the colour of the sky and sea. It is often
associated with depth and stability. Blue symbolizes
trust, loyalty, wisdom, conﬁdence, intelligence a n d
truth.

Among other things, blue is a color and a dreary
mood. If the blue sky and ocean have turned gray
and stormy, you might be blue because your day at
the beach is ruined......

In order to emphasize the importance of Blue colour,
Doon Public School Of Excellence conducted Blue
colour day for Nursery students on 2nd May 2018.

Tiny tots celebrated the blue day by enjoying in the
pool, engaging in the activities like hand impression,
tearing and pasting and cotton impressions on
paper.

The students of Nursery came dressed in different
shades of Blue; they carried their favorite Blue
colour object and spoke few sentences
about it. They enjoyed various fun ﬁlled activities….

Awareness of Traffic Rules
“A Little Care Makes Accidents Rare”.
road lead to fatal accidents. Common careless
mistakes made by people were also discussed among
students.

Trafﬁc Rules play a very important role in the trafﬁc
system of a country. These rules are made for avoiding
trafﬁc jams and accidents in cities and towns.
Generally, trafﬁc rules are implemented by showing
different colored light signals in the road like red light,
yellow light and green light.

Several incidents were discussed to reinforce the
information shared. Students understood the
consequences of unlawful practices on road including
over speeding, signal jumping, carelessness, not
wearing seat belt or helmet, use of mobile phone and
more . Students were also inducted to guide their
parents to follow the trafﬁc rules in order to instill a
feeling of responsibility as a good citizen.

To make students aware of the various trafﬁc rules, an
interactive workshop on Road Safety and Trafﬁc Rules
were conducted by trafﬁc personnels for the students
of Grades VI and above on 10th May 2018 under the
guidance of SHO Chandpa Mr.Vinod Kumar and Trafﬁc
Inspector Mr. Shaurya Kumar. The students were
briefed about various trafﬁc rules and road signs that
should be followed in order to maintain safety on
roads. They were encouraged to follow the rules
because even the slightest of mistakes made on the

Students were told to be very vigilant and also
encourage others not to break the rules. During the
course of programme, self dependence and inspection
qualities were also developed in children.
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Celebration of Mother's Day
“A MOTHER is She who can take place of all others
but whose place NO ONE ELSE CAN TAKE”.
Do you have someone who is great, spends time
with you, cares for you, and is an important person?
Well, I do, and she has black hair, brown eyes, kind
hearted and a caring touch. That’s my mom.

bud to bloom into a ﬂower, as it is the property of the
sweet smell of a ﬂower to attract honey-bees, so
also does a mother possess tender love for her
children.

There is no self-seeking or opportunism in a
mother’s heart. Starting from human beings to birds
and animals, all mothers take at most care to feed
and bring up their offspring. We often see how a
mother-bird’s arrival in the nest stirs her young ones.
This is true of human beings too. A small child can
stay away from her father, but not from her mother.
Even mothers are themselves unable to say why they
love their children so much. The only answer to this
question lies in the fact that as it is the property of a

Doon Public school celebrated Mother's Day
on 13th May 2018, a day to show the
appreciation towards mothers and mother ﬁgures
worldwide. Mesmerizing performances were given
by the little children showing their affection towards
their lovely mothers. Creative games with light
humour and dance were played to make the
feminine power feel special. Selﬁe corner was also
loved by the mothers.
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Celebration of International Family Day
“The most important thing in
the world is family and love”.
day highlights different areas of interest and
importance to families.

Family is important because it provides love, support
and a framework of values to each of its members. ...
From their ﬁrst moments of life, children depend on
parents and family to protect them and provide for
their needs. Parents and family form a child's ﬁrst
relationships.

The symbol of International Day of families comprises
of a solid green circle with a red image in between and
schematic drawing elements of a house and a heart.
This symbol signiﬁes that family are a center part of any
society and they offer a supporting and stable home
for all the age groups of the people.

The International Day of Families provides an
opportunity to promote awareness of issues relating to
families and to increase knowledge of the social,
economic and demographic processes affecting them.
It inspires a series of awareness-raising events,
including national family days. In many countries, this

Doon Public School celebrated “The
International Day of Family” (15th of May,
2018) by conducting Special Assembly. Heart touching
performances were given by the children.

Awareness on Wildlife Conservation
“THE EARTH WAS MADE FOR ALL
Beings NOT JUST Human Beings”.
We held a Rally on Wildlife conservation on 26th
May 2018. Where our Doonites played an effective
street play at the most important and busiest places
of Hathras. They shown the same play even before the
DM (Dr. Ramashankar Maurya) of Hathras. He
appreciated and motivated our Doonites. We got
very good response and feedback from the citizens of
Hathras.

Wildlife conservation is a practice of protecting wild
plants and animal species and their habitat. Wildlife
plays an important role in balancing the environment
and provides stability to different natural process of
Nature.
It matters, and not just because we care about
elephants, rhinos and tigers. Park rangers on the front
lines of conservation are being killed. Local
communities that depend on wildlife for tourism or
sustenance are being robbed of their livelihoods.
Corruption and intimidation are weakening law
enforcement efforts. UN-screened wildlife and wildlife
parts increase the risk of human health pandemics
such as bird ﬂu. And regional security is compromised
as militarized groups cash in on this lucrative and
rapidly growing trade, using it to ﬁnance insurrection
and even terrorist activity.
Doon held a Poster making and Slogan
Writing competition on 'Wildlife Conservation'
on 4th May 2018 where the Doonites shown their
talent by making beautiful and heart touching posters.
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Anti Tobacco Day
CANCER is NO JOKE So Put Down THAT SMOKE”.
Doon celebrated Anti Tobacco Day on 16th
May 2018 and spread awareness for the harmful
effects of using tobacco in any form. Beautiful
boards were decorated by DOONITES and they got
prize also which brought a beautiful smile on their
faces.

Tobacco use is a global epidemic among young
people. As with adults, it poses a serious health
threat to youth and young adults in INDIA and has
signiﬁcant implications for this nation's public and
economic health in the future The impact of
cigarette smoking and other tobacco use on chronic
disease, which accounts for 80% of Indian
spending on health care.

An Inter House Board Decoration Competition
'Environment & its Conservation'. The students
showcased their concerns for environment and
portrayed their innovative ideas for conservation of
ﬂora and fauna through wonderfully thought out
pictorial presentation on the soft board.

Inter house events promote a healthy competition
and offer opportunities to students to experiment in
ﬁelds such as art, music and dance.
An Inter house Board Decoration competition was
held on Wednesday, 16th May 2018. in Doon.
The activity was held under two categories-Junior
category (II-V)and Senior wing category (VI-IX).The
Junior category was provided with the theme

All four Houses participated in the activity with full
enthusiasm and enjoyed it thoroughly.
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Summer Dhoom @ DOON
“You can take the KID out of CAMP but you cannot
Take the CAMP out of the KID”.
modules, explore different areas of interests, and
rediscover the joy of learning. The programme was
culminated with a showcase day for parents and kids.

As parents if you haven't attended any SUMMER
CAMPS in your childhood, you might face difﬁculties in
understanding the importance of these summer
activities. Summer activities bring out the hidden
talents that some of the parents might not have yet
discovered in their kids.

All the parents and kids participated in the summer
camp.They took rides, enjoyed Magic show, Foam
Dance, RAIN DANCE WITH DJ.....and many more
adventurous activities.

Doon annual summer programme came back in a
brand new avatar this time. In addition to a number of
creative arts, performing arts and outdoor sports
offerings, we brought to you a special workshop in
Yoga and Meditation, Pottery Making, Maths Tricks,
Young Scientist, Classical dance, Vocal music,
Instrumental music, and Swimming.. This unique one
week programme has been conceptualised to provide
children with an opportunity to engage in a variety of

The Summer Camp was a specialized one week
training programme with the objective of expanding
students expertise in a chosen sport/ﬁeld. The
programme was centered on sporting technique and
ﬁtness.
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Shinning Stars of Doon won
Gold Medal in Taekwondo
There was a National Taekwondo
Competition on 4th and 5th
June in Shimla Himachal
Pradesh where our Doonites
Master Harshit Kumar from
class VIII B participated and
won Gold Medal and another
Doonite Master Tejasva from
class VI A won Rajat Medal and
made our school proud. Principal
Beena Karol congratulated their
parents and wished for their
bright future.

Celebration of Experiment Day
by Pre-Primary Kids
Doing simple science experiments in your classroom
is the easiest way to teach kids to be problem solvers
and critical thinkers and help them develop a
curiosity about the world around them. These skills
empower kids to be conﬁdent in their ability to
handle life's challenges which is a life skill that
cannot be overrated!

7th July for class prep to class IInd. Ms. Neetu
Kumar (Pre-primary Incharge) and Ms. Naina
Garg conducted this programme together. The
students were shown activities based on Inﬂating
and D-Inﬂating balloon where they participated
with a zeal. These kids were so excited that they
were clapping themselves while enjoying these
activities.

Doon held an Experiment Celebration in school on
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K Id s

Doon celebrated Birthday of Little

them feel at home. The little kids were so excited that
they were wishing each other again and again and
wanted to celebrate their each birthday in school. The
principal loved them and said that these kids are the
beautiful future of India so it is our duty to keep them
happy.

Doon had a celebration of birthday of all little stars on
10th July. Principal started the programme with cutting
the birthday cake with kids and wishing them lots of
blessings. All the teachers made this celebration more
colourful and more attractive to the kids. They not only
danced with them but also gave chocolates and
beautiful gifts to make them comfortable and to make

Celebration of Smile Day
“If you have only one smile in you, give
it to the people you love.”
Smile from your heart; nothing is more beautiful than a

that peace starts with a lovely smile. Dental check

woman who is happy to be herself. Peace is the

up of class I and II students was done by Dr. Mohit

beauty of life. It is sunshine. It is the smile of a child, the

Garg during this programme. Dr. Garg said that a

love of a mother, the joy of a father, the togetherness

good smile is the symbol of good health. Kids shown a

of a family. It is the advancement of man, the victory of

beautiful drama under cultural

a just cause, the triumph of truth. Doon celebrated

attractive dance performances were also presented

“Smile Day” on 12th July in the morning assembly.

during this programme.

School principal told the importance of smile and said
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Van Mahotsav @ Doon
If you cut a tree, you kill a life.
If you save a tree, you save a life.
If you plant a tree, you plant a life.
Van Mahotsav is a program which was started by
Kulapati Kanhaiyalal Munshi(KM Munshi), the then
Indian Union Minister for Agriculture and Food to
create enthusiasm among masses for forest
conservation and planting trees. It is now a week-long
program celebrated on different days in different parts
of India, but usually between 1 July to 7 July. It began
after a ﬂourishing tree planting drive which was
undertaken in Delhi, in which national leaders
participated.[citation needed] The festival was
simultaneously celebrated in a number of states in
India. Since then, millions of saplings of diverse species
have been planted with energetic participation of local
people and various agencies like the forest
department. Awareness spread as the chipko
movement rose in popularity as a crusade to save
mother earth.

We celebrated Van Mahotsav 21st July with parents
teachers meeting in the morning assembly @ Doon.
Very ﬁrst the principal inaugurated Van Mahotsav with
plantation. Every parent and student was in green
colour dress so it was over all greenery every where in
school. Most of the students did cat walk in the shape
of different trees and gave a message to e v e r y o n e
“Save Trees Save Life”. All children brought a plant
for plantation. Every one took oath to save trees and
save lives on the earth. We got a message that tree
plays a very important role in our lives and our life is
impossible without trees. Therefore, we must take an
oath to plant a tree on our kid's birthday. We can save
our coming generation through this only.

Independence Day Celebration
“I was born with a fierce need for independence.”
attained independence following the Independence
Movement noted for largely non-violent resistance and
civil disobedience led by the Indian National Congress
(INC). Independence coincided with the partition of
India, in which the British India was divided along
religious lines into the Dominions of India and Pakistan;
the partition was accompanied by violent riots and
mass casualties, and the displacement of nearly 15

Independence Day is annually celebrated on 15
August, as a national holiday in India commemorating
the nation's independence from the United Kingdom
on 15 August 1947, the UK Parliament passed the
Indian Independence Act 1947 transferring legislative
sovereignty to the Indian Constituent Assembly.
India still retained King George VI as head of state until
its transition to full republican constitution. India
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and said that we are all the citizens of India and we
must contribute something or something else in the
favour of country so that our country may prosper. We
should walk on the path of truth in the favour of our
country. The Chief Guest Mr. Sushil Ghule (SSP) asked
the audience to take an oath to not use plastic any
more. We must plant a tree on our birthdays and on
each important occasion.

million people due to religious violence.
Doon celebrated 72nd Independence Day on 15th
August where the Chief Guest was Mr. Sushil
Ghule (SSP). The ﬂag hoisting was done by the,
principal, the board of directors & the Chef Gust . The
ﬂowers were tributed at the pictures of freedom
ﬁghters immediately after the national anthem. All the
directors presented a bouquet to the chief guest. The
principal wished every one present there in his speech
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Investiture Ceremony
“Lead, follow or get out of the way!”
emphasized that one has to take on responsibilities
with a smile. The programme concluded with the
school choir singing an inspirational song – 'I Have a
Dream', which lifted the spirits of the prefects and
reverberated the atmosphere with an air of motivation.
The newly selected members of students' council
seemed conﬁdent to shoulder the responsibilities
entrusted to them. The programme was conducted by
Ms. Neetu Sharma.

"Leaders are not born but are made by their
experiences in life". To inculcate the leadership
qualities in the students and to give them a feel of
functioning of the administrative body, a school
prefectorial board was formed after scrutinous
interviewing and selection. Doon Public School
celebrated Investiture Ceremony on 15th August
2018, in the school premises, presided over by our
principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak. Ms. Shalya of class IX A
was selected as Head-Girl and Mr. Raj of class of IX A
was selected as Head-Boy. The Academic Council
selected Ms. Sameeksha Dubey V A and Mr. Madhav V
A as Junior Head-Girl and Junior Head-Boy respectively.
Apart from this, 40 students from the four houses were
also inducted into the 'Students Council' which
included captains, vice Captains and prefects of
various Houses. The Oath-taking ceremony was
administered by the Principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak.
The Chief Guest Mr. Sushil Ghule (SSP) and the
Principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak presented the
badges to the Student-leaders and advised them to
be positive, humble, helping and impartial in their
approach. Principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak further

In his address, the Chief Guest Mr. Sushil Ghule (SSP)
appreciated the efforts by the school for providing
opportunities to the students to take part in activities
like these. He also congratulated the newly appointed
school prefectorial board for their preparedness to take
responsibilities. He asked them to use these
opportunities and balance them well with academics
to excel in both. He wished well to all the members of
the prefectorial board. He commended the school for
having thought of an Innovation to do away with the
posts of the Head Boy and Head Girl to provide an
equal opportunity to all the students in administration
and decision making.
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Doon was chosen Testing Centre of NTA
“Lead, follow or get out of the way!”
Doon Public School was chosen centre of NTA (National
Testing Agency). Central Human Resource Ministry
introduced NTA which is the main institution to take
online exams for admissions in higher institutions. The
competitions will be transparent through this procedure.
The NEET, JEE & CPMT are also included in these exams.
Some other schools of country are also chosen as the
centre of NTA and Doon Public School Hathras is also
included in this. Principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak met Mr.
Vineet Joshi (Director General, NTA and former
chairman CBSE) and thanked him for this.

Celebrate Rakshabandhan with

the President of India
“Having a Sister is like having a best friend you can't
get rid of. You know whatever you do they'll still be there.”
potential care.

Raksha Bandhan, also Rakshabandhan, is a popular,
traditionally Hindu, annual rite, or ceremony, which is
central to a festival of the same name, celebrated in
parts of the Indian subcontinent, and among people
around the world inﬂuenced by culture from the Indian
subcontinent. On this day, sisters of all ages tie a
talisman, or amulet, called the rakhi, around the wrists
of their brothers, symbolically protecting them,
receiving a gift inreturn, and traditionally investing the
brothers with a share of the responsibility of their

The students of Doon Public School met the president
of India on Rakshabandhan. They got an invitation
from president house. The Principal Dr. Priyadarshi
Nayak with four girls Ms. Mahi Sharma, Ms. Lucky
Varshney, Ms. Shreyanshi Singh and Ms. Neha
Agrawal along with a teacher Ms. Jagriti Mittal
celebrated Rakshabandhan @ President House.
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Celebration of Krishna Janmashtami
As a human being puts on new garments, giving
up old ones, the soul similarly accepts new material bodies,
giving up the old and useless ones
of demons. He played an important role in
Mahabharata and propagated the theory of bhakti and
good karma which are narrated deeply in the Bhagwat
Geeta.

Janmashtami, the birthday of Lord Krishna is
celebrated with great devotion and enthusiasm in
India in the month of July or August. According to the
Hindu calendar this religious festival is celebrated on
the Ashtami of Krishna Paksh or the 8th day of the dark
fortnight in the month of Bhadon. Sri Krishna was born
in a prison in the custody of Kansa. Vasudev, His father
immediately thought of his friend Nand and
decided to hand over his child to him to save Krishna
from the clutch of Kansa. Krishna grew up in Gokul
and ﬁnally killed his uncle, King Kansa.Sri Krishna is
considered as the one of the most powerful human
incarnations of the Lord Vishnu. He was born around
5,200 years ago in Mathura. The sole objective of Sri
Krishna's birth was to free the Earth from the evilness

Doon Public School celebrated Shri Krishna
Janmashtami enthusiastically in school on 1st
September 2018. It started with the welcome of the
members of directors. Principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak
wished every one on this special occasion. A melodious
bhakti song was presented on the stage. Ms. Nitu
Kumar Pre-primary incharge informed about Lord
Krishna that Why and when we celebrate Shri Krishna
Janmashtami. A beautiful play was presented by
little kids which was based on the childhood of
Shri Krishna and his magical activities.
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Doon Public School got
“Upcoming School Award”
There was a two days programme of Centre for
Educational Development which topic was “Creation
of the best School”. Panel tested equality of
education, quality, indian education, changes in
teachers as per education and planning of schools
where 80 schools and its leaders were awarded with
School Excellence Awards. In which Doon Public
School is also awarded for “Upcoming School
Award”.

Celebration of Ganesh Chaturthi
with Kids & Parents
Ganesh Chaturthi is one of the major festival of India, which is largely celebrated in the Western Indian state of
Maharashtra. This festival continues for 10 long days and involves great fun and enjoyment. People await this
festival for the whole year to celebrate it with full enthusiasm. The occasion is also known as the “Vinayak
Chaturthi” and is a major Hindu festival. Lord Ganesha is worshiped during this festival.
Ganesh Chaturthi is a grand affair that is generally observed during the Hindu month of Bhadra according to the
Hindu calendar that usually falls during mid-August to mid-September. Continuing for the ten days of brand
fanfare, the festival ends on the Ananta Chaturdashi. The day is celebrated as the birthday of the Lord Ganesha,
the son of Shiva and parvati. Lord Ganesha is worshipped all over India by the Hindus as the Lord of wisdom,
prosperity and good fortune.
Though Ganesh festival is the biggest gala of the state of Maharashtra, it is also celebrated with great pump and
festivity in the state of Gujarat, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. This festival is also celebrated in Nepal and Sri
Lanka with great enthusiasm.
Doon Public School celebrated Ganesh Chaturthi on 13th September @ Doon with full devotion. The
programme was initiated in the presence of all directors and the principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak. He lit the diya and
presented ﬂowers garland to Lord Ganesha. All did prayer with Ganesh Vandna and Ganesh Aarti. Prasaad was
also distributed. The principal said that Lord Ganesha is the lord of wisdom.

The “significance of riding on a mouse is the complete
conquest over egoism. The holding of the ankusha represents
His rule of the world. It is the emblem of divine Royalty.”
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Celebration of “Vishwakarma Jayanti”
“May Lord Vishwakarma always be with you.”
divine carpenter. So, Doon Public School celebrated
“Vishwakarma Jayanti” @ Doon on 17th
September. The principal and all staff did prayer on
this day. The principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak said that
whatever creativity is there in this world which is a
source of life is made by Lord Vishwakarma.

Vishwakarma Day is also known as Vishwakarma
Jayanti or Vishwakarma pooja. This is a day of
celebration for Vishwakarma, a Hindu God, the divine
architect. He is considered as swayambhu and creator
of the world. He constructed the holy city of Dwarka
where Krishna ruled, and was the creator of many
fabulous weapons for the Gods. He is also called the

Award Ceremony of topper
students @ Dauji Mela
“It doesn't matter how many times you win an award,
it is always very special.”
teachers and parents there to get awards. The toppers
of Doon, Garv Varshney IX A, Prashant Singh
VII A & Shreyanshi Singh VIII A were awarded
there and got motivated to touch the sky in their
future. The principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak said that if
the students got this award then the credit goes to
their parents also.

The students were excited and their faces were
glowing when they were awarded @ Dauji Mela on
22nd September 2018. This award ceremony was
conducted by “Amar Ujala”. Every one appreciated
Amar Ujala to take this initiative as it was an
encouragement to all toppers who didn't attend this
programme from Hathras only but from other cities
and towns also. The students had reached with their

Doon was Awarded as No.1 Co-Ed School
“The future belongs to those who believe
in the beauty of their dreams.”
that lays equal emphasis on academics...The “World
Education The Human Development Magazine”
declared Doon Public School as the Best Co-Ed Day
School on the basis of fourteen

A unique educational institution Doon Public School is
situated at Meetai, Agra Road, Hathras, Utter Pradesh
state of India. With an emphasis on all round
development of a child, it has carved out a curriculum
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parameters in a survey. The school was awarded on
29th September 2018 at Lila Ambience in
Gurugram. This award was received by the
Principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak. The Educational
capacity, School's infrastructure, Educational

prestige and the other extra curricular activities were
included in these fourteen parameters. Doon Public
School was at No.1 in city, number 54 in state and
282 in the country.

Ranked By

Trial of HPL-2 Cricket Tournament @ Doon
“No cricket team in the world depends on one or two players.
The team always plays to win.”
innings ends and the teams swap roles. The game is
adjudicated by two umpires, aided by a third umpire
and match referee in international matches. They
communicate with two off-ﬁeld scorers who record
the match's statistical information.

Cricket is a bat-and-ball game played between two
teams of eleven players on a ﬁeld at the centre of which
is a 20-metre (22-yard) pitch with a wicket at each end,
each comprising two bails balanced on three stumps.
The batting side scores runs by striking the ball bowled
at the wicket with the bat, while the bowling and
ﬁelding side tries to prevent this and dismiss each
player (so they are "out"). Means of dismissal include
being bowled, when the ball hits the stumps and
dislodges the bails, and by the ﬁelding side catching
the ball after it is hit by the bat, but before it hits the
ground. When ten players have been dismissed, the

The trial of HPL-2 cricket tournament was
organized @ Doon from 21st October to 23rd
October. The best players of other cities were
selected in a day through this trial. And the best players
of Hathras were selected in other two days trial. The
selected players had the Ranji and IPL level.
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CBSE Volley ball Cluster for Hathras Zone
“LUCK is what happens when preparation meets opportunity.”
Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) physical
education and sports organises a yearly school
competition for all the clusters, Zonal and National
level for the students of its schools to encourage more
student participation in sports and physical activities.
The event was held for girls. The Chief Guest was
Dr. Vachaspati Kulwant, the Pro ViceChancellor of the University of Patanjali . He
is also a president of Children's Education Trust Delhi.
The principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak welcomed all the
participants and messaged that “Khelega Hathras to
khilega Hathras.” This was to encourage, promote and
give a platform to girl children to participate in the Inter
School Sports and Games Competitions.

Farrukhabad,Jalaun, Hamirpur, Lalitpur, Sitapur,
Lakhimpur Kheri, Behraich, Mahoba,
Balrampur, Shravasti, Kannauj, Rai Bareilly,
Banda, Fatehpur and Auraiya. Openning
ceremony was on 13th October 2018, closing
ceremony was on 15th October 2018
In the CBSE Volleyball Cluster IV Closing Ceremony, the
winning team Vidya Gyan Sr. Sec. School, Sitapur in U19 Category and Samvid Gurukulam Sr. Sec. School ,
Mathura in U-17 Category. The runner-up teams in U19 is Jagran Public School, Lucknow and in U-17 is
Army Public School, S.P. Marg, Lucknow. The Chief
Guest S.P. Hathras, Shri Jai Prakash awarded the
winning teams. The Management Committee and
Principal Dr. Priyadarshi Nayak congratulated the
teams and blessed them for their brighter future. The
event was a grand success.

This competition for volleyball was for cluster-IV,
which included Allahabad region (East Zone) Gonda,
Hardoi, Kanpur, Unnao, Jhansi, Lucknow, Agra,
Barabanki, Mainpuri, Etawah, Ferozabad,
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Excursion to Kidzania
'Learning should be a joy and full of excitement. It is life's
greatest adventure; it is an illustrated excursion into the minds
of the noble and the learned.'
Our school organized an outing to Kidzania in Noida
for all the wings right from class 1st to 9th on 12th of
November. The students were provided an opportunity
to have a broader outlook. It helped the students to
reduce their stress from studies and other issues. It
allows kids to ease up from time to time when they
lounge in the fun-ﬁlled environment.

An excursion is a trip by a group of people, usually
made for leisure, education, or physical purposes. It is
often an adjunct to a longer journey or visit to a place,
sometimes for other (typically work-related) purposes.
Short excursions for education or for observations of
natural phenomena are called ﬁeld trips. One-day
educational ﬁeld studies are often made by classes as
extracurricular exercises, e.g. to visit a natural or
geographical feature.
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Special Day for Children
“There are some things that we can't buy, one of such thing is
our Childhood.” Enjoy the spirit of Children's Day!
Prime Minister of India. As the schools and colleges
gear up to celebrate this day, here is all you need to
know about the history, importance and signiﬁcance
of the occasion.

Children's day in India is known as 'Bal Divas', and is
celebrated on November 14th every year on the
birthday of Jawaharlal Nehru, the ﬁrst prime minister
of India. Nehru was very fond of children, and saw
them as buds in a garden. He believed that children are
the future of the nation, and should be treated with
complete care, affection and love.

Doon celebrated Children's Day where the students
had fun and enjoyed games and other entertaining
activities for the whole day. Teachers set up stalls of
different delicious and yummy food and of-course
some interesting and fantastic games stall as well.

All the kids, chin up, smile and celebrate the day
dedicated specially to you! November 14 is
celebrated as Children's Day (also called Bal Diwas)
in our country and the occasion also commemorates
the birth anniversary of Jawaharlal Nehru, the ﬁrst

Our few students had visited President's
House to celebrate Children's day on 14th
November 2018.
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Divine Feelings on Dhanteras
Asur Parajaye, Devta Vijay Divas, Laxmi Vaas, Laxmi Kripa,
Jay Ghosh Divas, Amrit Payo Devta, Aur Jeevan Payo Rajkumar.
the god of wealth. The shubh Dhanteras Puja Muhurat
for goddess Lakshmi and god Kuber is sometimes done
together in many Hindu households because it is
thought that this will double the beneﬁt of prayers.

According to the Hindu mythology, Lakshmi Puja
should be done at the Dhanteras throughout the
Pradosh Kaal (best muhurta for Lakshmi puja). Puja can
be started after the sunset and end for next 1 hours
and 43 min. The Dhanteras puja is also known as the
Dhanwantari Triodasi, Dhanvantri Jayanti Puja,
Yamadeep and Dhantrayodashi.Dhanteras Puja is not
only done for goddess Lakshmi but also Kuber, who is

Dhanteras Puja was held @ school where everyone
participated and came to know the importance and
value of this puja.

Yellow Colour Day
“How wonderful the colour YELLOW is. It stands for the Sun.“
intellectual energy had positive vibes in our tender
tots.Focusing on the theme, students were asked to
bring a boiled sweet corn for the activity. They took the
corn kernels off the cob with much care and
involvement.The children enjoyed the activity and
made the learning event active and sporty.A day
dedicated to the yellow colour was marked with
children dressed in different hues and tints of yellow.
Children were not only beautifully dressed in their
favorite yellow dresses but also brought yellow objects
to make it a complete “Yellow Day”!

Yellow, the colour of sunshine is hope and happiness.
Stands for freshness, positivity intellect and joy.
On 17th Nov-2018, the lower kindergarten of our
school celebrated Yellow Day. The motive of
celebrating this day was to make the kids aware of the
colour yellow, its signiﬁcance and to develop the ﬁne
motor skills in the students.The day began with fun
ﬁlled introduction concerning the colour yellow. The
whole corridor was decorated with yellow balloons
and cut outs.Students were all dressed up in different
hues and tints of yellow.The Colour of wisdom and
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Inter House Hand writing Competition
“Your hand writing shows your personality”
An inter-house handwriting competition was held on
29th of November for classes Nursery and Prep. The
students participated in it with a lot of excitement and
passion.

Handwriting is an essential skill for children. Practicing
handwriting is an incredibly important exercise for
children, enabling them to develop ﬁne motor skills
and conﬁdence. It activates the brain and contributes
to reading ﬂuency. Good handwriting is important as
in the modern world, in all walks of life, people are
judged by their handwriting.

The winners of the handwriting competition are as
follows:

NURSERY (Capital Letters)
Names
Position
Alina
Ist
Ruhi Sharma
IInd
Khyati Varshney
IIIrd

PREP-B (Small Cursive
Names
Lokendra Upadhyay
Divyanshu Sharma
Mayank Gautam

Letters)
Position
Ist
IInd
IIIrd

PREP-A (Small Cursive
Names
Shivansh Bansal
Subrat Agnihotri
Abhijeet Chaudhary

PREP-C (Small Cursive
Names
Sarthak Upadhyay
Akshat Varshney
Arya Singh

Letters)
Position
Ist
IInd
IIIrd

Letters)
Position
Ist
IInd
IIIrd

Doon Olympics
“Each of us has a fire in our hearts for something it's
our goal in life to find it and keep it lit.”
Doon Olympics at Doon Public School Hathras graced
by Dr. Devendra Arora- Founder President of
SPAA India. For pre-primary, primary & secondary
classes various games and sports were organized for
children. Milkha house bagged the trophy of
Champion House of the year-2018 and Raman
house got the Runners-up Trophy. Parents and
Teachers also participated in the races.

Sport is a vigorous physical activity which involves
physical exertion and skill, generally played by two
teams against each other by following the set number
of rules in order to win or defeat other team. Sport not
only has physical beneﬁts but it also improves your
concentration and makes you more alert and attentive.
It helps to enhance the overall personality of an
individual and makes him more productive and alert. It
also increases your social interaction and develops
sportsman spirit in an individual.
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Opening Ceremony of Play School
“We cannot always build the future for our youth, but we can
build our youth for the future”.
uncover the many things they can do all by themselves.
By the time children reach preschool age, they know
they can still trust the adults in their lives, but they also
have the conﬁdence they need to take charge.

One of the most important outcomes of play is the
development of conﬁdence in even the youngest child.
Without conﬁdence, the ability to take risks and try
new things is compromised. As babies, we gain
conﬁdence by learning that our needs are important to
our parents or other caregivers. Young toddlers use
adults as their security home base from which to
explore and learn and they gain conﬁdence as they

Our school had the Opening Ceremony of Play School
in the last week of November which was graced by
MVV Prasada Rao, Director & COE Head
,Kakinada, CBSE .

Toddlers Achievement Ceremony
“It takes a big heart to help shape little minds”
Most parents give their children plenty of attention in
terms of looking after their basic needs and showering
them with toys to entertain them. In play schools,
however, children are provided with the 'right' toys, i.e.
those appropriate to their stage of development. Also,
their play is guided so that it becomes a learning
experience. The ideas is that children should transfer
play behaviors such as feeding a doll, changing its
clothes, etc. to themselves, and thus develop self-help
skills. The thinking is that if a child can go through the
motions of feeding a doll, it will soon learn to
feed itself.

Our chief guest Mr. Santosh Pal, chairman of
AIMS and MITM, appreciated the tiny toddler's
performance.
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Book Fair @ Doon
“I don't just want to read the books.
I want to crawl inside of them and live there.”
Book fairs help in inculcating reading habit among
people of all age groups. Many schools bring their
students to book fair, which helps in creating interest
among children to pick up books of their choice. Ofcourse, there are bargain sales to look out for. But,
genuine book lovers can ﬁnd books of their choice at
such events. It is actually a paradise for book lovers.

parent groups, and one of the most popular ways of
doing that is the book fair. Though schools do raise
money through book fairs, most event coordinators
and booksellers agree that the main goal is literacy.
“Putting books into kids' hands—not fund raising—is
still the primary motivation for book fairs. There's a lot
of focus on making sure that children are reading.”

Book fairs are time-honored vehicles for schools to
promote literacy, and introduce students and their
families to books they may not otherwise encounter.
Getting children to read is one of the primary goals of
schools, community education organizations, and

Doon Public School conducted a Book Fair on 14th
September to all the classes in it's premises. They
went through all kinds of books, be it ﬁction, literature,
poetry, inspirational or biographies. These kind of
activities nurture their minds and souls.

School Excellence Award

“Excellence is to do a common thing in an uncommon way.”
Awards recognize the importance of
excellence in teaching and mentoring as a
component of graduate education and the
preparation of graduate s t u d e n t s f o r
future service as college and university
faculty.
Doon Public School is a community
development institution that gives children
and youth safe places to play and learn.

For adopting modern teaching techniques
and implementing ultra-designed
strategies following the trends of 21st
century learning Doon was awarded with
'School Excellence award' by Brainfeed
Magazine on 18th December-2018 @
hotel JP Palace Agra. On behalf of
school the vice principal Mr. Sanjay Sharma
received this honor.
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Kho-Kho Competition
(Under 19 for Boys and Girls)
“Don't stop when you are tired, stop when you are done”
subcontinent, it is also played by the Indian community
in South Africa. Kho-kho, traditional Indian sport, a
form of tag, that is one of the oldest forms of outdoor
sport, dating back to prehistoric India.

Kho kho is a popular tag and ancient sport from India.
It is played by teams of 12 nominated players out of
ﬁfteen, of which nine enter the ﬁeld who sit on their
knees (chasing team), and 3 extra (defending team)
who try to avoid being touched by members of the
opposing team. It is one of the two most popular
traditional tag games in the Indian subcontinent, the
other being Kabaddi.Apart from the Indian

DOON took participation in Kho-Kho Competition
which was held @ BLS International school by Smt.
Leelawati Inter School Kho-kho COMPETITION on
30th November-2018.

Awareness for Road Riders
“Your destination is reward for your safe driving”
developed over time to facilitate the orderly and timely
ﬂow of trafﬁc.Trafﬁc rules play a very important role in
the trafﬁc system of a country.

Trafﬁc on roads consists of road users including
pedestrians, ridden or herded animals, vehicles,
streetcars, buses and other conveyances, either singly
or together, while using the public way for purposes of
travel. Trafﬁc laws are the laws which govern trafﬁc
and regulate vehicles, while rules of the road are both
the laws and the informal rules that may have

SHO Chandpa, Mr. Vinod Kumar interacted with
the students and apprised them of the
importance of Trafﬁc Rules in Doon Public School
on 3rd December 2018.

Principal Doon Public School was conferred
Doctorate in Literature Degree at Bangkok
“Enjoy Climbing the Mountain”
preparing them for their advanced individualized
research and specialization later on.The courses range
from comparative literature, interpretation, and early
literary forms to advanced literary criticism, modern

In a Doctorate of Literature degree program, students
are equipped with in-depth knowledge of literature
and literary criticism. It lets them explore different
approaches to literary study in different periods,
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thought, and cultural studies, among many others.
Some schools give students a choice among several
specializations, such as Medieval literature, ancient
Roman and Greek literature, and Victorian literature.

Literature Degree by Common Wealth
Vocational University, Kingdom of Tonga,
Newzealand on December 10th at Bangkok,
Thailand. He was honoured as International
Education Consultant of the year and was appointed
as Associate Dean of CVU, India Chapter.

Dr Priyadarshi Nayak, Principal, Doon Public
School was conferred Doctorate in

Christmas Celebration
“Gifts of time and love are surely the basic ingredients of
a truly Merry Christmas.”
permanent existence of love and peace in this violenttorn world. The children were told about the birth of
Lord Jesus and the legend of Santa Claus which was
followed by marvellous dance performance tiny
toddlers' and the entire school vibrated with the
echoes of Christmas carols. And the program ended
with the gifts & candies distribution by Santa Claus to
the lovely students with a message
of love.

Doon Public School celebrated Christmas Eve on
24th December'2018 with great fervor and
enthusiasm. The Pre-Primary wing wore a festive look
with bells, streamers and decorated a Christmas tree
beautifully. Several activities such as decorating
Christmas Trees, Christmas Cards Stockings making,
cap making, Santa face making were organized for the
students. Then cultural program started with the
prayers of Almighty. Everybody prayed for the
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Ashayein' The Annual Function celebration
'Creativity now is as important in education as literacy.'
Doon celebrated 150 years of the Mahatma Gandhi in
the second annual day function which was based on
theme "Ashayein". 90% students participated in this
creative event with different performances. Shri Gopal

Lal Yadav, Assistant secretary CBSE Allahabad and Shri
Sikandar Khan , Voice Master from Mumbai graced the
occasion and appreciated the performance of kids a lot
on15th December.

“The following students and staff members were awarded on this occasion:
Academic Toppers of the year 2017-18
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ms. Surbhi Upadhyay- Std. II A
Ms. Shubhi Goyal-Std. III B
Master Himanshu Dubey- Std. V A
Master Prashant Singh-Std.VI A
Ms. Shreyanshi Singh-Std. VII A
Master Garv Varshney-Std.VIII A

Most Disciplined Student- Ms. Shreyanshi Singh-Std.VII A
Most Conﬁdent Child-Ms. Akshita Agrawal
Best Student in Cultural Activities-Master Jatin Sharma-Std.VIII A
Most Active Child-Ms. Vaishnavi Singh-Prep
Best Student in Sports-Ms. Neha Agrawal-VIII A
Best Educator Award-Mr. Shubham Garg
Best Administrator Award- Ms. Ritika Sharma, Mr. Sandeep Jadon
Best Parent Award-

Mrs. & Mr. Shivam Jain
Mrs. & Mr. Shatrudh Prakash
Mrs. & Mr. Devendra Singh
Mrs. & Mr. Vikas Arora
Mrs. & Mr. Pushpendra Singh Sikarwar
Mrs. & Mr. Sushant Sharma

Founder Employee Award-

Ms. Ritika Sharma
Ms. Rajni Arora
Ms. Dolly Agrawal
Ms. Garima Rathi
Mohd. Sameer
Ms. Sweta Upadhyay
Ms. Jagriti Mittal
Ms. Sugandha Sharma

Best Aaya Best DriverBest Conductor-

Ms. Seema
Mr. Shyam Babu
Mr. Amit
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Health is first priority “Rubella Vaccination”
“Spare The Children, Give The Vaccine.”
Effectiveness begins about two weeks after a single
dose and around 95% of people become immune.

Rubella is a contagious disease caused by a virus. Most
people who get rubella usually have a mild illness, with
symptoms that can include a low-grade fever, sore
throat, and a rash that starts on the face and spreads to
the rest of the body.

Doon made Rubella vaccination available to all its
students on 6th Dec-18 where each and every
student took beneﬁt of this.

Rubella vaccine is a vaccine used to prevent rubella.

Kitchen Queen Competition
“I'm a CHEF …and I will not be CALM! “
The search for the Kitchen Queen of the city started in
the beginning of January. Doon Public School in
association with Inner Wheel Royal Club was
looking for someone who not only had the culinary
skills to stand out in the crowd but also someone who
was a complete home maker.

To all the women out there, this is the perfect
opportunity to bring out the culinary skills in you!
Kitchen Queen Contest. Yes, the contest helps all
women to have a meaningful time, tighten solidarity
and have the opportunity to know new dishes for
diversifying the cooking menu.
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Purple
Purple Colour Day
Colour Day
“I don't have a PURPLE PROBLEM.
I have a PURPLE PASSION.”
strength from the color red, with spirituality and
integrity from the color blue. The colors
symbolize the union of body and soul, which
creates a balance between our physical and
spiritual energies. Purple is a colour that
symbolizes compassion, creativity, dignity, royalty,
magic, free spirit.

The color purple relates to the imagination and
spirituality and allows us to get in touch with our
deepest thoughts. The difference between violet
and purple is that violet is displayed in the visible
light spectrum, while purple is simply a mixture of
red and blue. Violet vibrations are the highest in
the visible spectrum. Although violet is not quite
as intense as purple, their essence is the same.
Generally speaking, the names are
interchangeable and the meaning of the colors
are the same. Both colors contain energy and

Our school held a few activities on this day as
Butterfly making, Kite making and Coaster
making etc where the kids of Pre-Nursery, Prep
and Nursery enjoyed a lot.

Dance Pe Chance
“Dancers Dance not to impress but to express”
Dance competitions in schools enforce students and
teachers to perform better - to meet their highest
possible standards. With hours of practice, children
tend to work harder for a more polished performance
with better technique. It gives them a goal to work
towards and strive for! And this aspect of learning is
very much needed for children at a younger age.

Dance competition in school is not just about the
trophies – it is a highly rewarding and worthwhile
activity for students of all ages. Irrespective of the
student aims to be an artist in future or not - a mere
dance competition can help develop various
fundamental skills in a child that will be useful in the
long term.Dance competitions are a great way to build
up an emotional resilience in a child. It enforces kids to
gain emotional strength and to accept criticism and
rejection gracefully. Moreover, the ability to accept
tough critique helps children to deal with criticism and
feedback in all aspects of life in future.

Doon had a “Dance Pe Chance” competition on
20th January where out-sider students participated
and got a chance to show their performance and were
rewarded later.
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Patriotism among Doonites
“Respect the Constitution of Free India”
it was on this day in 1950 that India truly became
democratic republic.

Republic day in India is celebrated every year with great
pride on 26th of January to honour the Constitution of
India as it came into force on the same day in the year
1950. It had replaced the Government of India Act,
1935 into the governing document of India. New
Delhi, Jan 26: Every year on this day India, celebrates
the Republic Day and every citizen's chest swells with
pride upon seeing the grand parade at Rajpath. It is a
day which marks the adoption of the Constitution and

The 72nd Republic Day was celebrated on
26th January 2018 at Doon Public School. JCI
Club President, Secretary and other board
members graced the occasion and blessed
our kids.

NSGO (National School Genius Olympiad)
“If you want to find the real competition, just look in the mirror.
After awhile you'll see your rivals scrambling for second place.”
Competitions play a role in motivating students to
perform and excel and offer a lot more reward than just
the winning prize. Competitions offer a chance for
participants to gain substantial experience, showcase
skills, analyze and evaluate outcomes and uncover
personal aptitude. Competitions also encourage

GENIUS Olympiad is an international high school
project competition about environmental issues. It is
founded and organized by the largest
principal’s forum Centre For Educational
Development Trust, Delhi.
GENIUS Olympiad will host projects in ﬁve general
disciplines with an environmental focus.
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GK and Science for out-sider students on 27th January
where more than 400 students participated and got
their certiﬁcate and medals later in a Prize Distribution
Ceremony.

students to adopt innovative techniques and develop
their ideas and skills.
NSGO (National School Genius Olympiad) competition
was held of four different subjects as English, Maths,

Honor to the Winners
(Prize Distribution Ceremony)
"Keep your eyes on the prize"
because they have shown exemplary attitude and
behavior. Some will lead by example while others will
be determined to learn, no matter the obstacles.
School administrators will ﬁnd great pride in
discovering the numerous ways students should be
recognized.

Academic awards were created in that spirit, with the
hope they would create meaningful moments of
recognition that will inspire others and reinforce the
behavior that led to the reward. The academic arena
offers many opportunities for rewarding students for
their efforts, achievements, and contributions to the
school and the community.Prize distribution function is
a pride day for the students. It gives them chance to
show their worth.

Doon held a Prize distribution Ceremony on 16th
Feb @ Doon where all the students assembled along
with their parents to collect their prizes of “Dance Pe
Chance”, “NSGO Competition” and Colouring
Competition which were held in the month of January.

Students can be recognized for a number of
accomplishments, including improved academic
standing, a demonstration of their love of learning, or
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3rd Convocation Ceremony
& Grandparents day
"The future belongs to those who believe in
the beauty of their DREAMS."
“Grandparents, like heroes, are as necessary
to a child's growth as vitamins.”
grandparents even when they are not listening to their
parents or other adults. Grandparents also offer a link
to a child's cultural heritage and family history.
Children understand more of who they are and where
they come from through their connection with their
grandparents.

If you're willing to stand for what you believe in…..you
won't need advice from others, because you will be
able to handle whatever comes.
Grandparents play an important role in the lives of
their grandchildren, though it is often indirect. Most
of their signiﬁcance to children is seen through the
support and help they give to their parents.
Grandparents are often seen as "stress buffers,"
family "watchdogs,""roots,""arbitrators," and
"supporters."

Doon organized its “3rd Convocation Ceremony”
of Prep students and “Grandparents Day
Celebration” on 28th March where all the
Grandparents of the students were invited. It was a
Convocation Ceremony for Prep students only
however, students of prep and Nursery performed
wonderful dance performance for their Grandparents.
The theme of song and dance was based on
Grandparents only. The Chief Guest Mr. Arun Jain,
District Governor, Rotary Club appreciated the
students and the idea to honor the Grandparents as
well. Teachers wished their students for their
upcoming session through a Good Luck Song.

Grandparents always have their door open when you
are in need of a hug. Appreciate your grandparents
while they are around. Listen to their stories, cherish
their love and spend time with them. It is as good for
you as it is for them.
Grandparents are a valuable resource because they
have so many stories and experiences from their own
lives to share. Oftentimes children will listen to
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HOLI Milan
"HOLI is a special time of year to remember those who are
close to our hearts with splashing colours.”
celebrations.

Holi is celebrated in the spring season because it is
welcoming spring. Hindus believe that spring is full of
colours so they throw coloured water on each other.

So when it's time for Holi, please don't hold yourself
back and enjoy the festival to the hilt by participating
with full enthusiasm in every small tradition related to
the festival.

In spite of being such a colourful and bright festival,
there are various aspects of Holi which make it so
signiﬁcant for our lives. Though they might not be so
apparent but a closer look and a little thought will
reveal the signiﬁcance of Holi in more ways than meets
the eyes. Ranging from socio-cultural, religious to
biological there is every reason why we must heartily
enjoy the festival and cherish the reasons for its

To remove all the negativeness and to bring closer each
other, Doon organized a HOLI MILAN PARTY on
19th March 2019 where most of the teachers
performed dance, sang and cut jokes on this colourful
occasion. And yes…..they enjoyed yummy lunch also.
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Workshop on English Language Lab
“Use soft words and hard arguments”
The most important is the aural-oral objective, as a
substantial part of the work in the laboratory has as its
aim the improvements of the student‘s ability to
understand and to produce the spoken tongue. But
the grammar objective and the remedial functions of
the language laboratory are also becoming
increasingly signiﬁcant, as the laboratory demonstrate
more and more its effectiveness in the area of grammar
instruction and its facility for meeting individual
student needs.

Doon had conducted an important workshop on
“English Language Laboratory” for its English
Teachers on 21st and 22nd May 2018 where they
were taught on how to use English Language
Software to teach their students. It was given by Mr.
Moninder Singh from Words Worth English
Language Lab, Ahmedabad. It is a platform where
comprehensive and interactive digital content catering
to the listening and speaking skills, is put to use in a
stimulating lab environment.

Teachers were taught skills
to make their teaching more effective
Management” with proper teaching methods in this
workshop. Different activities were added to make this
workshop interesting. Ms. Nitu Arora in-charge of Preprimary taught the different effective skills of
Children’s education, to study the mental level of
children and many other teaching skills in this
workshop. The important tips on teaching methods
were taught in this two hours long workshop.

We can imagine a best school with eligible teachers
and discipline. And you will ﬁnd these two things in
Doon Public School only. There was summer vacation
and most of the schools were not even unlocked but a
serious discussion on better studies was there between
the Principal and his teachers @ Doon. There was a One
Day Workshop on “Class room Management” by Ms.
Nitu Arora. Teachers were informed the “Class room
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Training to choose the right career
10th or 12th. They were informed about good colleges
and good faculties. They were told that there are many
other options which they can choose rather than to be
a doctor, engineer, teacher or an advocate. Their
doubts were cleared through this workshop.

A workshop for students was held @ Doon
on 8th July and the topic was “How to choose the
right career” for 9th class students. Where students
shared their experiences with each other. Students
were informed how to choose the right career after

Teachers Training on Life Skill by CBSE
“You can always improve your skills if you keep training.”
Training and development involves improving the
effectiveness of organizations and the individuals and
teams within them. Training may be viewed as related
to immediate changes in organizational effectiveness
via organized instruction, while development is related
to the progress of longer-term organizational and
employee goals. While training and development
technically have differing deﬁnitions, the two are
oftentimes used interchangeably and/or together.
Training and development has historically been a topic
within applied psychology but has within the last two
decades become closely associated with human
resources management, talent management, human
resources development, instructional design, human
factors, and knowledge management.

There was a teachers training by CBSE, conducted for
the teachers of the region @ Doon on 15th
September 2018. Where they got all information on
Life is action and the importance of the methods of
teaching in schools. Cabinet Power Minister Mr.
Shrikant Sharma was invited on this special
occasion to present the certiﬁcate to all participants.
All the participants teachers were awarded with the
participation certiﬁcate by Cabinet Power minister Mr.
Shrikant Sharma. He messaged that all teachers must
take the education on a higher level and guide the
students in such a way that difference can be felt easily
because these children are the future of our country.
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Peer Learners at International Summit held at Delhi
“Keep you focus on the Summit”
Doon School students had a wonderful experience of
the International Adolescent Summit in Delhi from 4th

to 6th December, 2018. They got their self conﬁdence
up through this Summit.

Workshop on Hand writing Improvement
“Never loose an opportunity of seeing anything beautiful,
for beauty is God's handwriting.”
always tell if something is written by you or someone
else.

Handwriting is the writing done with a writing
instrument, such as a pen or pencil, in the hand.
Handwriting includes both printing and cursive styles
and is separate from formal calligraphy or typeface.
Because each person's handwriting is unique and
different, it can be used to verify a document's writer.
H a n d w r i t i n g i s m o re t h a n j u s t a f o r m o f
communication. It's part of our identity; you can

Doon organized a wonderful workshop on
Handwriting in the ﬁrst week of January
2019 where all the students learnt how to draw each
line and Cursive writing actually trains the brain to use
different parts of the brain for different functions,
which helps with work efﬁciency.
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Classes on Abacus and Vedic Maths
“Amazing Mathematics breakthrough! With this SIMPLE formula
your child will master the time tables by bedtime!”
Abacus is used as a tool to learn calculations.
Beads are moved up and down and various
columns to represent the number. ... Vedic
maths is entirely done in mind. Vedic math
also starts at a basic level of numbers and
gradually progressing to simple additions,
subtractions, multiplications and division.
We had classes on Abacus and Vedic Maths
for our students in the ﬁrst week of February.
Where students learnt a lot in an easy
manner.

Workshop on “Assessment for Learning”
“Encouragement is celestial expressions.”
course or assignment, along with tips about
assessment tools such as rubrics, group-grading forms,
and multiple-choice item analysis.

Assessment for learning (AFL) is an approach to
teaching and learning that creates feedback which is
then used to improve students' performance. Students
become more involved in the learning process and
from this gain conﬁdence in what they are expected to
learn and to what standard.

Doon provided an opportunity to teachers to have this
wonderful workshop on 8th January by Ms. Mansa
Pande-a renowned Soft Skills and English
Trainer, who has also been the National topper of
Teaching Professionals' Oympiad-CENTA 2015.

Assessment decisions are made in the context of
course objectives and constrained by class size and
grading time allotted. We'll cover principles of
feedback and evaluation of student work as well as
practical advice. Participants will leave with the
knowledge required to start an assessment plan for a
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Parents Orientation Programme
(Parvarish Pe Charcha) By Principal
“Everything depends on upbringing.”
Parents learn valuable information at Orientation
programme and students make much needed
connections with other students. Orientation helps the
students ease into college life and helps parents cope
as their children make the move from home to
independent living.

Surround your children with love, happiness, and
encouragement so they have the conﬁdence to reach
goals. Every child has unique gifts and talents. These
special attributes can show up in a traditional school
setting, but there are plenty of children who shine after
the ﬁnal bell has rung for the day.

New student orientation can provide some of that
guidance, as well as help you understand what college
life will be like for your student and what life away from
home will look like.

Doon organized a workshop on “Parvarish Pe
Charcha” By Principal for parents on 27th January.
Where he introduced different techniques on “how to
deal children” to the parents which is appreciated by
lots of parents.

Workshop on Artificial Intelligence
"Technology, through automation and artificial intelligence,
is definitely one of the most disruptive sources.”
intelligence (AI) on two different dates at delhi where
a few Maths, Computer teachers were sent to attend
the same on 17th Feb-2019 and 13th March-2019.
The teachers were Mr. Servjeet, Mr. Shubham,
Ms. Honey, Mr. Sameer, Ms. Shweta and Ms.
Swati who attended this workshop and will beneﬁt
our organization in near future.

Artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) is the ability of a computer
program or a machine to think and learn. It is also a
ﬁeld of study which tries to make computers "smart".
They work on their own without being encoded with
commands.
CED organized the workshop on Artiﬁcial
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Mother
Mother is not a word but the life for me. Mother is the most
supreme human being on this earth. MOTHER , we can not
express this word but we can feel it. She is the only person who got
gift to start a new life. She is indeﬁnable. She is the only one who
can ﬁght for her child with rest of the world. She can do anything
to make her family happy and to protect. She is the one who
motivates others in family. She is an Inﬁnite collection of
emotions. She always sacriﬁces her needs for others. She ﬁnds her
happiness to keep others happy. They are fortunate who have
mothers, and much more fortunate is one who has an
understanding and big-hearted mother. Mother is very important
in our life She is our strength and part and parcel for every good
things happen in our life.
It is said that woman is the most beautiful creation of God. It is
equally right to say a mother is the most noteworthy and
unequalled creation of God. God‘s creation in any form owes its
very origin to a mother. In Christianity it is Eve. In Hinduism it is
Adishakti. It is impossible to think of life on earth without
mothers.
Unfortunately the men of today, have little concern for mothers.
With the rise in nuclear families, those days have gone when aged
mothers used to be held in high esteem. Now after children grow
up into young men and women, leaving their aged mothers behind
in old-age homes. They think of us every moment but we are
immersed in the thoughts of money-making every moment. We
have to come out of the cocoon of materialism and serve our
mothers who brought us into this beautiful world. Summing up,
we can say that without mother’s love life is full of misery. One’s
mother is his/her best friend, best philosopher and a best guide.

Aanya Sharma
(VII B)

Water is a boon
Water is a life
Without any water
nothing will survive
We need water and
earth needs too.
Don't waste it,
we can't make mistake
We must save water for
Everyone's sake

ATER

Ashish Kumar Baliyan
Class X
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Thantophobia,
or

Fear of Death

T

hantophobia, or fear of death, is a relatively
complicated phobia. Many, if not most people are
afraid of dying. Some people fear being dead,
while others are afraid of the actual act of dying.
However, if the fear is so prevalent as to affect your daily
life, then you might have a full-blown phobia. Many
people's fear of death is tied to their religion beliefs,
particularly if they happen to be going through a period of
questioning.
Some people think that they know what will happen after
death, but worry that they may be wrong. Some believe
that the path to salvation is very straight and narrow , and
fear that any deviations or mistakes may cause them to be
eternally condemned. Religious beliefs are highly
personalized, and even a therapist of the same general
faith may not fully understand a client's beliefs. If the fear
of death is religiously based, it is often helpful to seek
supplemental counseling from one's own religious leader.
However, this should never be used to replace traditional
mental health counseling.
There is course of treatment largely depends on the
client's personal goals for therapy. Is she trying to resolve
a religious conﬂict? Does he simply want to be able to
attend halloween events without panicking? The therapist
must ﬁrst determine the client's expectations before
designing a treatment plan.
Depending on the circumstances, a variety of talk therapy
solutions may be appropriate, ranging from cognitivebehavioral to psychoanalytic. Supplemental religious
counseling. medications, and other therapautic
alternatives may also be used in conjunction with therapy.
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The New
Moon

Japnoor
Class VI A

The shiny Moon in the Sky
the little ﬁreﬂy,
are showing it's light
in the dark sky
The shiny stars in the sky
are smiling bright,
to see sweet dreams,
the time is very right.
The sun is at rest
to give in the morning it's best.
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Wastage of

Food
Jatin Sharma
Class X

F

ood waste or food loss is food that is discarded or lost uneaten. The causes of food waste or loss are numerous
and occur at the stages of producing, processing, retailing and consuming.

Global food loss and waste amount to between one-third[1] and one-half[2] of all food produced. Loss and wastage
occur at all stages of the food supply chain or value chain. In low-income countries, most loss occurs during
production, while in developed countries much food – about 100 kilograms (220 lb) per person per year – is wasted at
the consumption stage.[3]
A lot of the time, food loss or food waste is food that is lost during any of the four stages of the food supply chain: (1)
producers, (2) processors, (3) retailers, and (4) consumers.[4] Precise deﬁnitions are contentious, often deﬁned on a
situational basis (as is the case more generally with deﬁnitions of waste).[4][5]:x-xi Professional bodies, including
international organizations, state governments and secretariats may use their own deﬁnitions.[6]:1
Among other things, in what food waste consists of,[7] how it is produced,[8] and where or what it is discarded from
or generated by.[7] Deﬁnitions also vary because certain groups do not consider (or have traditionally not
considered) food waste to be a waste material, due to its applications. [9][6]:2 Some deﬁnitions of what food waste
consists of are based on other waste deﬁnitions (e.g. agricultural waste) and which materials do not meet their
deﬁnitions.[10]
Lost food may go to landﬁlls, be put back into the food supply chain, or be put to other nonfood productive uses.[4]
●

Food waste (which is a component of food loss) is any removal of food from the food supply
chain which is or was at some point ﬁt for human consumption, or which has spoiled or expired,
mainly caused by economic behaviour, poor stock management or neglect.

Important components of this deﬁnition include:[12]
●

Food waste is a part of food loss, but the distinction between the two is not clearly deﬁned

●

Food redirected to non-food chains (including animal feed, compost or recovery to bioenergy) is
counted as food loss or waste.

●

Plants and animals produced for food contain 'non-food parts' which are not included in 'food loss
and waste' (these inedible parts are sometimes referred to as 'unavoidable food waste')[13]
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Child Labour

Kunal Singh
Class X

T

he 2011 national census of India found the total number of child labourers, aged 5–14, to be at 10.1 million and
the total child population to be 259.64 million in that age group.[2] The child labour problem is not unique to
India; worldwide, about 217 million children work, many full-timeUNICEF deﬁnes child labour diﬀerently.
A child, suggests UNICEF, is involved in child labour activities if between 5 and 11 years of age, he or she did at least
one hour of economic activity or at least 28 hours of domestic work in a week, and in case of children between 12 and
14 years of age, he or she did at least 14 hours of economic activity or at least 42 hours of economic activity and
domestic work per week.[23] UNICEF in another report suggests, "Children's work needs to be seen as happening
along a continuum, with destructive or exploitative work at one end and beneﬁcial work – promoting or enhancing
children's development without interfering with their schooling, recreation and rest – at the other. And between these
two poles are vast areas of work that need not negatively aﬀect a child's development."
After its independence from colonial rule, India has passed a number of constitutional protections and laws on child
labour. The Constitution of India in the Fundamental Rights and the Directive Principles of State Policy prohibits
child labour below the age of 14 years in any factory or mine or castle or engaged in any other hazardous employment
(Article 24). The constitution also envisioned that India shall, by 1960, provide infrastructure and resources for free
and compulsory education to all children of the age six to 14 years. (Article 21-A and Article 45).
The law mandates free and compulsory education to all children aged 6 to 14 years. This legislation also mandated
that 25 percent of seats in every private school must be allocated for children from disadvantaged groups and
physically challenged children.(It is not applied though)
India formulated a National Policy on Child Labour in 1987. This Policy seeks to adopt a gradual & sequential
approach with a focus on rehabilitation of children working in hazardous occupations. It envisioned strict
enforcement of Indian laws on child labour combined with development programs to address the root causes of child
labour such as poverty. In 1988, this led to the National Child Labour Project (NCLP) initiative. This legal and
development initiative continues, with a current central government funding of Rs. 6 billion, targeted solely to
eliminate child labour in India.[33] Despite these eﬀorts, child labour remains a major challenge for India. No, child
below age of 14 years shall be employed to work in any factory or mine or engaged in any hazardous employment.
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Importance Of

DISCIPLINE

Lucky Varshney
Class VIII A

T

he word “Discipline” comes from the word “Disciple” meaning a
learner. Discipline means tearing to obey certain rules. Without it,
there will be complete chaos and disorder everywhere in our

society.

Discipline is of great importance in every walks of our life. Without it, we
cannot prosper in this world. There cannot be any peace or happiness in the
family, if there is no discipline. All the members must obey the head of the
family. So we must ﬁrst learn the lesson of discipline at home.
We must obey the orders of our superiors. In our childhood, we do not
know what is good for us. If we do as we like, then we shall be ruined. An
army cannot win a battle if the soldiers do not obey the orders of the
commander.
Every student should practice discipline in his school life. The teachers
cannot properly teach in the class if the students are not disciplined. Just
think of an school, where the students come at irregular hours, go home
when it suits their sweet will. Little education can be imparted in such a
school and such little education will not be of any use. Students will not be
able to prepare themselves for examination, and their results will be poor.
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Manu Dixit
Class VIII B

Exercising Your
Brain With Video Games

B

elieve it not, scientiﬁc research conﬁrms video games are good for you , after all In fact, several
studies (which we'll get to in a second) support the ﬁndings.

I know, it’s hard to wrap your head around such a fact after years of listening to “don’t sit too close to the
TV, you’ll ruin your eyes,” or “stop wasting your time playing video games—go outside!”
But yes, real research from credible sources has shown that playing video games actually does have
health beneﬁts—both for the brain and the body.
To start, recent studies completed by several noted research and scientiﬁc organizations have proven that
playing video games could help improve the quality of life for the disabled and mentally ill.
The main study, conducted at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development and Charité University
Medicine St. Hedwig-Krankenhaus in Berlin, Germany, found that playing video increases grey matter
(basically, the size of your brain) and helps reﬁne learned and hardwired skills.
In layman’s terms, playing video games directly affects and impacts regions of the brain responsible for
memory, spatial orientation, information organizations, and ﬁne motor skills.
The study also reinforces the claim that, like exercise, playing games for as little as 30 minutes a day, can
improve your life
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CHARACTER OF MAN

Manvendra Singh Chaudhary
Class VIII A

Character is the solid foundation on which a person’s
entire life is based. History has, time and again, thrown
the statistics at us.
Men of good character have been remarkably
successful. Whether it was Thomas Edison whose
inventions changed the world, or it was Abraham
Lincoln who was president of the United States, or
Gandhi the lone crusader of nonviolence, or Mother
Teresa who chose to do social work they all had one
thing in common- they were all people of character.
Character is the magic ingredient that sets you apart
from the rest. Our character will determine our success
and each of us has the ability and the potential to develop
and strengthen our character.:
Character is a potpourri of many qualities like honesty,
integrity, dependability, diligence, loyalty, compassion,
sincerity, attentiveness, determination, conﬁdence, etc.
All these traits and many more sum up one’s character.
Everyone has character. It is our character that deﬁnes
who we are and what we will become. Some people have
more fully developed, some qualities, which set them
apart from the rest. While character has much to do with
the mental and ethical traits that make a person, it
actually refers to the unique qualities that are built into
an individual’s life which establish his reaction despite
his circumstances.
Although character might mean a lot of qualities, the fact
is that all the qualities are kind of inter¬related. If you
are honest automatically you are more dependable, more
responsible, and more conscientious. When our overall
character improves, it translates into success in all the
areas of our lives.
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our soldiers
our real heroes

Mayank Parmar
Class VIII A

I

ndia being a vast country has long boundaries to defend. It is also blessed with many natural
resources. The wealth of India has always attracted foreign invaders. As a result, for thousand
of years , we were ruled by foreigners . After a long struggle , we got independence.
Now our independence is protected by strong arms of our defence forces. They defend our
boundaries against any misadventure by enemy . Several times our rivals try to invade our
boundaries. But every time it was defeated by strong & punitive action by our soldiers.
Our soldiers are strong, well trained and well equipped with latest arms . They are well capable to
face any kind of challenge. Our soldiers are among the best in the world . The bravery , valour and
sacriﬁce made by our soldiers are well recognized. Even our enemies who had to bite the dust
several time now understand that they cannot face our soldiers's in direct action ,so it resorted to
proxy war against our country by inﬁltrating large number of terrorist. Here again our soldiers have
countered them successfully and effectively.
Even at the time of natural calamities our soldiers come to rescue citizens and enthusiastically
participate in relief operations. As we have seen this in Jammu & Kashmir ,Nepal ,Uttarakhand and
during recent ﬂood in Tamil Nadu .In dark nights ,when we peacefully sleep, our soldiers remain
vigilant on borders. When we enjoy all comforts with our family and friends. Our soldiers are brave
against hardship of chilling of cold of glaciers,dust of deserts and dangers of deep forests far away
from their families for the sake of our motherland.
Our soldiers are well disciplined, strong and robust. They are real heroes. We salute them

Jai hind , Jai Bharat
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Fast Food
According to the Women’s and Children’s Health Network, diet has a signiﬁcant effect on
children’s study habits. Junk food and foods with high sugar content deplete energy levels and the
ability to concentrate for extended periods of time. Energy and focus are especially crucial for
school-age children. Children set the foundation for lifelong habits in their youth, making junk food
particularly hazardous to their well-rounded development. Physical activity is also essential for
children of all ages, and regularly eating junk food does not provide the necessary nutrients children
need for sufﬁcient energy to engage in physical activity. A lack of physical activity is harmful to
physical and mental well being and may also exclude a child from critical social development.

Obesity Risk
A study published in “Pediatrics” in 2004 found fast-food consumption in children was linked with
many dangerous precursors for obesity. According to this study, kids who ate fast food were more
likely to consume a higher amount of calories, fat, carbohydrates and added sugars in one fast food
meal. They were also less likely to consume as much ﬁber, milk and fruits and vegetables as children
who did not eat fast food. Children who consumed more fattening foods while eating fast food were
also likely, in general, to eat more unhealthy foods at other meals. According to a statement released
by the journal “Nature Neuroscience” in 2010, high-calorie food can be addictive, causing children
who occasionally eat fast food to learn problematic patterns of eating. These factors were found to
place children who regularly ate fast food at increased risk for obesity.

Chronic Illness
According to the Prevention Institute, experts blame junk food for rising rates of diabetes, high
blood pressure and stroke. Increasing rates of chronic illness affect children who regularly consume
junk food. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention predicts if current trends continue, one
in three U.S. adults will have diabetes by the year 2050. Diabetes can result in disability and
premature death. The Center for Food Safety noted in 2012 that obese children are also more likely
to develop high cholesterol and heart disease later in life. According to the Women’s and Children’s
Health Network, changes can happen in children’s bodies even when they’re young that are
associated with disease at a more advanced age.
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Natural

ENVIRONMENT

Monika Rawat
Class VIII A
The Environment means all the natural surroundings such as land, Air,
Water, Plants, Animals, Solid, material, Sunlight, Forests and Other
things. Healthy environment maintains the natures balance as well as
helps in growing, nourishing and developing all the living things on the
earth. However, now a day , some manmade technological advancement
spoiling the environment in many ways which ultimately disturbs the
balance or equilibrium of natures. We are keeping our lives in danger as
well as existence of life in future on this planet.
If we do any thing in wrong way out of the discipline of nature, it disturbs
the whole environment means atmosphere, hydro sphere and lithosphere.
Besides natural environment, a man made environment also exists
which deals with the technology, work environment, aesthetics,
transportation, housing utilities, urbanization, etc…
The Man made environment affects the natural environment to a great
extent which we all must be together to save it. The components of the
natural environment are used as a resources however it is also exploited
by the human in order to fulﬁll some basic physical need and purpose of
life. We should not challenge our natural resources and stop putting so
much pollution or waste to the environment.
We should value our natural resources and use them by staying under the
natural disciple.
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Roboticists
Navya
Class VIII A

I

magine you’re lifting a couch with a friend. You’re both at opposite ends, and need to communicate as to
when to heft it up. You could go for it at the count of three, or maybe, if you’re mentally in sync, with a
nod of the head.

Now let’s say you’re doing the same with a robot— what’s the best way to tell it what to do, and when?
Roboticists at MIT have created a mechanical system that can help humans lift objects, and it works by
directly reading the electric signals produced by a person’s biceps.
It’s a noteworthy approach because their method is not the standard way that most people interact with
technology. We’re used to talking to assistants like Alexa or Siri, tapping on smartphones, or using a
keyboard, mouse, or trackpad. Or, the Google Nest Hub Max, a smart home tablet with a camera, can notice
a hand gesture indicating “stop” that a user makes when they want to do something like pause a video.
Meanwhile, robot cars—autonomous vehicles—perceive their surroundings through instruments like lasers,
cameras, and radar units.
But none of those robotic systems are measuring a person’s ﬂex the way this bot does. And in a situation
where a person is lifting an object, a robot listening for voice commands or using cameras may not be the best
approach for it to know when to lift, and how high.
The bicep-sensing robot works thanks to electrodes that are literally stuck onto a person’s upper arm and
connected with wires to the robot. “Overall the system aims to make it easier for people and robots to work
together as a team on physical tasks,” says Joseph DelPreto, a doctoral candidate at MIT who studies humanrobot interaction, and the ﬁrst author of a paper describing the system. Working together well usually
requires good communication, and in this case, that communication stems straight from your muscles. “As
you’re lifting something with the robot, the robot can look at your muscle activity to get a sense of how you’re
moving, and then it can try to help you.”
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Miracle of Pluto

Ritika Arya
Class VIII A

S

cientists have collected more and more evidence in recent
years that a liquid ocean of water probably exists under the
icy surface of Pluto—a wild prospect for a dwarf planet that
orbits the sun nearly 40 times farther away than Earth does, with
temperatures dropping below -380 degrees Fahrenheit. Those
circumstances raise a ﬁerce question: how could a subsurface ocean
on Pluto, should it really exist, possibly stay unfrozen?
Just like a thermos is designed to insulate warm coffee from the cold
elements of the outside world, so too does Pluto retain its own
insulation tricks to keep its global ocean nice and toasty (relatively
speaking). In a study published in Nature Geoscience on Monday, a
team of planetary scientists demonstrate that a layer of gas likely
exists just beneath the icy shell of the dwarf planet’s surface,
capable of conferring a warming insulation to the ocean and keeping
temperatures high enough so things stay liquid. The ﬁndings help
reconcile a number of contradictory mysteries, giving scientists
possibly their best explanation yet for what’s brewing beneath the
surface of one of the solar system’s most exotic celestial bodies.
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Journey of

Rain

I come with the signal of thunder,
And make people wonder
I come from dark cloud,
And make the noise loud.
I shread all around greenery
And take away aching misery
I give farmers a charming smile
By making their produce till a mile.
I fall with droplets of diamond,
And make unhappy people brightened.
I am like a shower,
And lend a hand to grow ﬂower.
With mortals I had a lot of fun,
And now I am giving a way to sun
I am sweetly known as rain,
With a lot of fame.

Sandhya Chauhan
Class IX A
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Artificial

Intelligence
Sankalp Upadhyay
Class X
The term “artiﬁcial intelligence,” or the
simulation of intelligence in computers or
machines, was coined back in 1956, only a
decade after the creation of the ﬁrst electronic
digital computers. Hope for the ﬁeld was
initially high, but by the 1970s, when early
predictions did not pan out, an “AI winter” set
in. When Tallinn found Yudkowsky’s essays,
AI was undergoing a renaissance. Scientists
were developing AIs that excelled in speciﬁc
areas, such as winning at chess, cleaning the
kitchen ﬂoor, and recognizing human speech.
(In 2007, the resounding win at ¬Jeopardy! of
IBM’s Watson was still four years away, while
the triumph at Go of DeepMind’s AlphaGo
was eight years off.) Such “narrow” AIs, as
they’re called, have superhuman capabilities,
but only in their speciﬁc areas of dominance.
A chess-playing AI can’t clean the ﬂoor or
take you from point A to point B. But superintelligent AI, Tallinn came to believe, will
combine a wide range of skills in one entity.
More darkly, it also might use data generated
by smartphone-toting humans to excel at
social manipulation.
Reading Yudkowsky’s articles, Tallinn
became convinced that super¬intelligence
could lead to an explosion or “breakout” of AI
that could threaten human existence—that
ultrasmart AIs will take our place on the
evolutionary ladder and dominate us the way
we now dominate apes. Or, worse yet,
exterminate us.
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In one of the deadliest attack ever on security forces
in Jammu and Kashmir, 40 CRPF personnel were
martyred and several others were injured when a
Jaish suicide bomber rammed a vehicle carrying
over 100kg of explosives into a CRPF convoy of 70
vehicles in Pulwama district.

Pulwama
Attack

The responsibility for the attack was claimed by the
Pakistan-based Islamist militant group Jaish-eMohammad. The attacker was Adil Ahmad Dar, a
local from Pulwama district, and a member of Jaishe-Mohammad. India has blamed Pakistan for the
attack. Pakistan condemned the attack and denied
any connection to it.
India has vowed revenge for the Pulwama attack.
The revenge came in the form of the surprise air
strikes on Jaish-e-Mohammad targets in Balakot.
As a result , Pakistan's current economic woes and
political isolation are a result of army's destructive
policies.

Tanishka Gautam
Class VIII B

Tanishka Varshney
Class IX A

Child Labour

Not all children in India are lucky to enjoy their childhood. Many of them are forced to work under
inhumane conditions where their hearts know no end. Though there are laws banning child labour, still
children continue to be exploited as cheap labor. It is because the authorities are unable to protect
children from being engaged as labourers. Unfortunately, the actual number of child labourers in India
goes detected, children are forced to work is completely unregulated condition without adequate food,
proper wages and rest. They are subjected to physical, sexual and emotional abuse. Factors such as
poverty, lack of social security, the increasing gap between the rich and the poor have adversely affected
children. Loss of jobs of parents, farmer’s suicide, armed conﬂicts and high costs of health care are
other factors contributing to child labour. Therefore a large number of children in India are quite
strangers to the joys and innocence of their precious childhood.
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if=dk dk

eq[; mn~ns';

MkW0 dfork fo'okl
izR;sd O;fDr esa ,d lkfgR;dkj] ys[kd vkSj dfo Nqik gksrk gSA vko';drk gS mls lgh ekxZn'kZu
nsdj mls lVhdrk iznku djus dh rkfd mlds vUnj fNih izfrHkk lHkh ds le{k mtkxj gks lds
blh mn~ns'; dks n`f"Vxr j[krs gq;s bl okf"kZd if=dk ds ek/;e ls lHkh fo|kfFkZ;ksa ,oa f'k{kdx.kksa
dh l`tukRedrk dks izdkf'kr fd;k x;k gSA blds ek/;e ls O;fDr esa lkfgR; ds izfr :fp
tkx:d gksxhA vk'kk gS fd bUgha esa ls dksbZ 'ksDlih;j rqylh nkl ;k eqa'kh iszepUn cusxsaA

fpfM+;k dh lh[k
pw¡ pw¡ fpfM+;k rsjk mMuk
esjs eu dks Hkkrk gSA
vkleku dh lSj d:¡ eSa
esjk eu yypkrk gSA
pw¡ pw¡ fpfM+;k esjh vEek
dHkh ugha mM+ ikrh gSaA
blh fy, og Qj&Qj mM+uk
eq>s ugha fl[kyk ikrh gSa
pw¡ pw¡ fpfM+;k eq>dks Hkh rqe
lqanj ia[k fnyk nsuk
eq>s ?kksalys esa j[k ysuk
mM+uk eq>s fl[kk nsuk
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vxj u gksrh ?kM+h rks cksyks
gedks le; crkrk dkSu\
vxj u gksrs rkjs rks cksyks
vkleku pedkrk dkSu\
vxj u gksrk pk¡n] jkr esa
gedks fn'’kk fn[kkrk dkSu\
vxj u gksrk lwjt] fnu dks
lksus lk pedkrk dkSu\
vxj u gksrh fueZy ufn;k¡
tx dh I;kl cq>krk dkSu\
vxj u gksrs ioZr] ehBs
>jus Hkyk cgkrk dkSu\
vxj u gksrs isM+ Hkyk fQj
gfj;kyh QSykrk dkSu\
vxj u gksrs Qwy] crkvks
f[ky&f[kydj eqLdkrk dkSu\
vxj u gksrs ckny] uHk esa
banz/kuq"k jp ikrk dkSu\
vxj u gksrs ge rks cksyks
;s lc iz'u mBkrk dkSu\

dkSu

v{kr

d{kk% 9 c

fpfM+;k jkuh cM+h l;kuh
fpfM+;k jkuh cM+h l;kuh
rqe gks isM+ksa dh Hkh jkuh A
lqcg lcsjs mB tkrh]
pha&pha pw¡&pw¡ xkuk xkrhA
'kke ls igys vk tkrh gks]
cPpksa dks nkuk ykrh gks
Hkj&Hkj pksap mUgsa f[kykrh]
fpfM+;k jkuh cM+h l;kuhA

oaf'kdk eksgu
d{kk% prqFkZ *c*
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fo|kFkhZ

iap y{k.ke~

vtqZu flag

d{kk% NVoha v

dkd% ps”Vk] cdks /;kua]
Loku funzk rFkSo pA
vYikgkjh] x`gR;kxh]
fo|kFkhZ iap y{k.kaAA
vFkkZr~& ,d fon~;kFkhZ esa ;g ik¡p y{k.k gksus
pkfg,& dkS, dh rjg tkuus dh ps”"Vk] cxqys
dh rjg /;ku] dqRrs dh rjg
lksuk]vko’';drkuqlkj [kkus okyk vkSj
x`gR;kxh gksuk pkfg,A

eSa csVh g¡wA
csVh g¡w eSa csVh g¡wA
ckck dh I;kjh csVh g¡wA
nknk dh jkuh csVh g¡wA
vius ikik dh vku g¡w eSaA
eEeh dh rks 'kku g¡w eSaA
bl ?kj dh tku g¡w eSaA
cqvk dh lcls I;kjh g¡wA
eSa pkpk dh Hkh nqykjh g¡waA
?kj vk¡xu dh D;kjh g¡waA
Qwyksa dh Qqyokjh g¡wa eSaA
Tkx esa uke dekÅ¡xh eSaA
Hkkjr dh 'kku c<+kÅ¡xh eSaA
>qd dj ueu djs tx lkjk]
ns'k ogk¡ igq¡pkÅ¡xh eSaA

ekgh

d{kk% 6c
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हम हार

ूँ मान लेते ह !!

िजंदगी म कभी कभी हम खुद भी नही ं समझ पाते की हम आगे ूँ नही ं बढ़ रहे है . हम वो
करना चाहते ह. ऐसी कौन सी ताकत है िजसने हम रोक र ा है .

ूँ नही ं कर पा रहे ह िजसे हम सचमुच म

इन सब सवालो ं का जवाब जब हम खोजने बैठते ह तो हम कुछ समझ म नही ं आता की हमने अपनी ये िलिमट् स

ूँ बना रखी ह.

ूँ हमने खुद को एक दाएरे म कैद कर रखा है . हम जानते ह की हमारे अ र कुछ कर िदखाने कैपेिबिलटी है - लेिकन िफर भी हम
पता नही ं िकस अनजान वजह से क जाते है .
अगर आपको भी इन सवालो ं ने परे शान िकया है तो आज की इस कहानी को पूरा पिढ़ए:

हो सकता है की ये कहानी आपने पहले भी सुनी या पढ़ी होगी लेिकन कहानी का ला
सकता ह,
इसिलए िजन सवालो ं ने आपको परे शान कर रखा है उनका जवाब जानने के िलए थोडा व

पाट ही आपके सारे सवालो ं का जवाब दे

ज र दीिजये .

एक आदमी कही ं से गुजर रहा था, तभी उसने सड़क के िकनारे बंधे हािथयो ं को दे खा, और अचानक क गया. उसने दे खा िक
हािथयो ं के अगले पैर म एक र ी बंधी ई है , वो सोच म पड़ गया की हाथी जैसे िवशालकाय जीव लोहे की जंजीरो ं की जगह बस एक
छोटी सी र ी से बंधे ए ह!!!
इस र ी को वो जब चाहे तोड़ कर भाग सकते है लेिकन वो कोिशश भी नही ं कर रहे है , ऐसी कौन सी ताकत है िजसने इन हािथओ ं
को रोक रखा है .
उसने पास खड़े महावत से पूछा िक भला ये हाथी इतनी शांित से

ो ं खड़े ह और भागने का यास

ो ं नही कर रहे ह ?

तब महावत ने कहा, ” इन हािथयो ं को छोटे पर से ही इन र
यो ं से बाँधा जाता है , उस समय इनके पास इतनी ताकत नही ं होती की
इस बंधन को तोड़ सक. बार-बार यास करने पर भी र ी ना तोड़ पाने के कारण उ धीरे -धीरे यकीन होता जाता है िक वो इन
र
यो ं को नही ं तोड़ सकते, और बड़े होने पर भी उनका ये यकीन बना रहता है , इसिलए वो कभी इसे तोड़ने का यास ही नही ं
करते.”
“यकीन” िजसे हम िव ास कहते ह, बचपन से ही हम ये यकीन िदलवा िदया जाता ह की हम बंधे ए ह, हमारी िलिमट् स तय ह और
हम उससे आगे नही ं जा सकते.
ूंिक बचपन म हमारे अ र जोश

ादा और ताकत कम होती है इसिलए हम ब त बार असफ़ल होते ह.

हम बार बार हर रोज ये याद िदलाया जाता है की तुम ये नही ं कर सकते और धीरे धीरे हमारा बाल मन इसे सच मानने लगता है .
िफर बड़े होने पर जब हम कुछ बड़ा करना चाहते ह तो यही ं मन हम बार बार रोक दे ता है , और हम समझ नही ं पाते की हम
बार क जाते ह.

ूँ बार

याद र खये दो ो असफलता जीवन का एक िह ा है ,और लगातार यास करने से ही सफलता िमलती है . यिद आप भी ऐसे िकसी
बंधन म बंध ह जो आपको अपने सपने सच करने से रोक रहा है तो उसे तोड़ डािलए |
आप हाथी नही ं इंसान ह. इसिलए जब तक जान है तब तक यास करना मत छोिड़ये |
िकसी ने ब त सही कहा है
गरीब पैदा होना गुनाह नही ं है लेिकन
गरीब ही मर जाना ब त बड़ा गुनाह है ….
अब तय आपको करना है

xoZ

d{kk% nloha
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esjs

ikik

?kqVukas ls iSjksa ds cy vk;kA
maxyh idMdj pyuk fl[kk;kAA
iwjh nqfu;ka eq>s fn[kk;hA
rHkh eq>s [kq'kh fey ik;hAA
nq[kksa dh /kwi esa nh [kqf'k;ksa dh Nk;k A
thou ds dfBu iFk ij vkius gh pyuk fl[kk;kAA
esjk liuk iwjk djus ds fy, viuh bPNkvksa dks nck;k gSA
esjk thou lQy cukus ds fy, viuk thou yxk;k gSAA
eSa oknk djrk gwW ikik viuk QtZ fuHkkmWxkA
vkids gj lius dks eSa viuk liuk cukmWxkAA
ikik vkidk lkFk gS rks gj eqf'dy vklku gSA
vki esjh gh ugha cfYd iwjs ?kj dh tku gSaAA

vkd"kZ
d{kk% 9 c

सं कार
Mkdk gS nqfu;k ns[kh lkjh eSus] vkt viuh gh ckr crkrk gw¡]
pksjh gS dke ;gk¡ ds] vkt fy[kdj laLdkj crkrk gw¡----mudh utjksa ls gh ns[kks nqfu;k ]vkt eryc cki dk crkrk gw¡----fdlls d:¡xk bPNk eS] vkt [kksy fny dks fn[kkrk gw¡--viuks us ywVk] viuks us ekjk ]vkt viuks dh ckr lqukrk gw¡--fy[kuk & i<uk gS ftEesokjh] blls gh D;ksa nwj tkrk gw¡--;s laLdkjh nqfu;k gS ]yksxksa] blds laLdkj crkrk gw¡--vktknh gS ysuh gedksa] dUgS;k ls gh fl[k ikrk gw¡-dgk¡&dgk¡ ls lh[kwa laLdkj]vkt mej [kkfyn ls gh crykrk gw¡-i<+&fy[k dj laLdkjh cuwxk] uke d:¡xk jks'ku ikik dk ;gh Loiu ns[k ikrk gw¡--tc &tc ns[kwa gkykr ikik ds ]fQj dye mBk;sa ikrk gw¡-;s ^vu;^ dk liuk gS yksxks] bldh nqfu;k gh fn[kkrk gw¡----
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Ms. Garima Rathi

ART

: A key to enable creativity

It is diﬃcult to imagine childhood without art. From the very ﬁrst ﬁnger pain ng on walls to coloring
books ﬁlled with crayon strokes to 3D clay models, ar s c expression is a driving force behind child
development. Pablo Picasso said it best: “Every child is an ar st.” Engaging children in ar s c ac vi es
plays a major role in nurturing their crea ve growth.
Art is not a subject that shall be taught only inside the four walls of classroom to kids but it is the way
curious eyes look around the things and use them to express their crea vity. Thus it’s the
responsibility of the parents along with teacher to encourage the ar s c approach in the kids. Below
are some of the ways for the same:
1.
Prepare for a mess. Set up an art space where your kid can be free to experiment (and get
messy!). Throw a drop cloth or a newspaper on top of your kitchen table. If weather permits, let kids
paint outside.
2.

Avoid giving direc on. Don't tell your kid what to make or how to make it. Instead of saying,
"Paint a rainbow," encourage her to "experiment with mixing colors using diﬀerent types of
brushes and paper".

3.

Speak speciﬁcally about art. When talking to your child about his artwork, try to be precise in
your comments. For instance, instead of giving a generic compliment, saying, "I see you used a
lot of purple. Why did you choose that color?"

4.

Explore your child's process. O en the best way to encourage conversa on about your child's
art is simply to say, "Tell me about what you made," or ask, "Did you have fun making it?"

5.

Don't draw with your child. When parents draw something representa onal while a younger
child is sketching, it can frustrate him,. "It's be er to be near him and let him know that you're
interested and suppor ve of his art-making".

6.

Let it be. When a child ﬁnishes a piece, don't suggest addi ons or changes. It's important for a
child to feel that what she's created is enough.
Nurturing crea vity helps the kid to develop mentally, socially, and emo onally. Also, crea ng
art may boost young children's ability to analyze and solving problems.

Note: This ar cle is collec on of sugges ons given by kids psychologist and educa onalist.
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Abhishek Dubey V-A

Aditya Kishore Singh V-B

Anmol Agrawal IX-A

Arjun Singh VI-A

Dolly Tiwari IX-B

Ishant Goyal IX-A

Japnoor Kaur VI-A

Kashish Goyal X-A

Kavya Tiwari VII-A

Pragya Dayal IV-B

Kashish Varshney IX-A

Mohit Singh VII-b

Palak IX-B

Prem
PremKishore
Kishore VIIVII

Shreyanshi Singh IX-B

Yuvraj VII
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Priyanshi Varshney IX-A

Vanshika Bansal V-B
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Doon Public School, Hathras
Affiliated to CBSE

No
Admission
Fee &
No Tuition Fee

Where Excellence is Habit

Admissions Open

PLAY SCHOOL
Age 2 - 2.5 Years

Classes
From

16th August
PROMOTING
• Visual Learning
• Social Skills
• Motor Skills
• Communication Skills
• Moral Values
• Indoor Games
• Table Manners

SHRI SEKHAR DUTT

Hon'ble former Governor Chatttisgarh State

Will inaugurate the New Play School
on 15th August, 2019

School Campus - Meetai, Agra Road, Hathras
Tel.: 7055000502 / 7055000504 Email : admin@doonpublicschoolhathras.in

Website : www.doonpublicschoolhathras.in

School Campus - Meetai, Agra Road, Hathras
Tel.: 7055000502 / 7055000504 Email : admin@doonpublicschoolhathras.in

Website : www.doonpublicschoolhathras.in

